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ABSTRACT
“IMPROVEHENT OF MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN IRAN 
TOWARDS THE RATIFICATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF STCW CONVENTION"
\ International conventions which Iran is a party to, are :
- Safety of life at sea (SOLAS) I960
- Load line CLL) 1966
- Tonnage Measurement 1969
- Fund 1971
But there are a number of international codes,con­
ventions, and other instruments related directly or indi­
rectly to maritime education and training to which Iran 
is not a party .
Such instruments are those adopted by I.L.O, I.T.U, 
and I.M.O,. It is very difficult to deal in detail with 
specif ific requirements of all conventions concerned. 
Furthermore , it is not intended nor within purpose of 
this project to go into details of those instruments, 
therefore it is appropriate to deal excusively with the 
1978 STCW Convention as the title of this paper indicates
Iran could not attended the International Conference on 
Training and Certification of sea fareres held in London 
in 1978.A first step towards ratification of the STCW 
1978 Convention is that, in the revised Iranian Maritime
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Code,the STCW Convention and the compliance with its 
requirements has been mentioned and accepted in princip­
le. So the aim of this paper is to discuss all technical 
requirements of the convention. Also, I will try to touch 
on some of the associated policy ,administration , and 
organisational implementions, invalved in the preparation 
of the required means and instruments, one by one and I 
will go through the ratification and implementation pro­
cess of the-STCW Convention.
Once Iran ratifies the STCW Convention there will be a 
total fundemental change of its training system and cer­
tificate structure to be more in line with that of the 
Convention.Among others the trading limits will be revi­
sed to constitute two trading limits namely :near coastal 
and unrestricted .
In this paper , an attempt has been made to plan and 
recommend a suitable procedure from the begining of the 
ratification of the convention to the mandatory require­
ments and courses to compLy with the STCW Convention and 
drafting of the subsidiary (relevant) legislation.
PREFACE
I was selected by Port and Shipping Organization 
better known P.S.O(which is acting in Iran in order to 
cope with all services and activities in ports or water 
ways to proceed to port),to join the World Maritime Uni­
versity <WMU) at Malmo , Sweden , for a two years course 
in Maritime Education and training (Nautical) commencing 
from March 1986.
After completion of the course in december 1987, PSO has 
plan to post me as one of the members of the Board of 
Examiner which probably has to be established in its 
training center in Bandar Abbas <Shahid-Rajaee training 
center).
One of the requirements of the Maritime Education 
and Training (Nautical) course , is to submit a paper to 
the WMU faculty prior completion of the course. 
Accordingly , this paper has been written , to fulfill 
this requirement.
The topic of the paper , namely ,"IMPROVMENT OF MARITIME 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN IRAN TOWARDS THE RATIFICATION 
AND IMPLEMENTATION OF STCW CONVENTION", was chosen becau­
se the main purpose for which I was sent to WMU to acqui­
re adequate knowledege so that on my return I could be 
able to advise and recommand the P.S.O as responsible 
Maritime Administration in Iran which according to Iran 
new Maritime Code is to deal and be responsible for con­
ducting examination and granting the appropriate certifi­
cate to Iranian seafarers.
The paper has been divided into' nine chapters ,Chapter 
one introduction to the safety of navigation and shipping 
and its role in towards the development of countries , 
specifically in developing countries .
V
The general information regarding with maritime geography 
,Administration,etc. has been described in chapter two. 
The present and future man power needs of merchant marine 
in Iran ,and need for training of seafarers , have been 
described in chapter three .
Chapter four , is dealing with existing maritime training 
academies in Iran and description of their system of 
training, course entrance requirements and so on .
In chapter five ,a study has been carried out of the STCW 
Convention 1978, from the work done by sub-committee of 
the STCW Convention and preparation of the conference 
and an interpretation of convention, which is coverd the 
Articles, the Regulations and the Resolutions concerning 
education and training adopted at IMO Assembly sessions, 
as applied to Iran.
Recommendation for developing the maritime infras­
tructure 'has been given in chapter six,and chapter seven 
is dealing with general requirements for improvment of 
the M.E.T in Iran.
Chapter eight is dealing with proposal training courses 
for improvement and development of Iran maritime 
institutes in order to comply with STCW Convention. 
In chapter nine I have emphesised more on drafting pf 
subsidiary legislation for implementation of examination 
and certification of Iranian seafarers.
Finally chapter ten give a conclusions and recommendation 
and Annexes .If this paper is well accepted by the WMU 
faculty and further if P.S.O agrees to impelement most of 
recommendation,suggestion and proposed draft of subsidia­
ry legislation for certificatioin in the paper,it would 
give me the great satisfaction that my time and efforts 
put in at the World Maritime University, have been well 
spent.
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•1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Bafe'ty of naviga'bion and i'bs his’torical developmeiTbs
MerchaiTt shipping is a specialised and -technical 
business . It's safety has been increased during the past 
few years by the extensive new conventions developed 
by international maritime organization CI.M.Ol and the 
International labour organization (I.L.O), designed to 
improve safety and social conditions .
Safety of navigation has for centuries been of concern 
for those only who sailed abord ships,had their cargoes 
carried by sea or were otherwise engaged and intersted in 
maritime affairs . Unsafety of navigation, however,has 
sometimes drawn the attention of a wider public.
Such unsafety had to be spectacular or frequent.Loss of 
lives had to result from it or maritime accidents of con­
siderable dimensions.
Safety of navigation has sometimes been improved after 
new risks from changes in sea transport had been recogni­
zed and assessed.
Sometimes had to happen Cunsafety) before something hap­
pened (measures to improve safetyI,unsafety first,safety 
there after.
- Approximatly 75 % of all ship casualties and los-' 
ses repoted are, due to collisions and graunding .
The cause of these accidents is given in 85X of the cases 
as "human error".
Human error is mainly attributed to the crew on 
board the vessels and only to a small extent related back 
to the underlying sections of socity,such as the yards , 
shipping companies,authorities,classification societies, 
etc.
• 2
DIAGRAM Factors affecting ship safety
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Some hundred years ago it was normal that naviga­
tors had to train themselves on the job. Later on schools 
were established ,where future navigators could recieve 
education in science and training in its application to 
navigation .
During the first half of the 19th century requirements 
for the qualification of navigation officers and masters, 
were developed . In 1974 IMO adopted a Recommendation on 
basic principles and operational guidance relating to 
navigational watchkeeping . It was however not before 
1978 when an overall approach to qualification requireme­
nts for shipboard personnel on a global base was made ; 
The International Convention on standard of training, 
certification and watchkeeiping for seafarers CS.T.C.W) 
was adopted . Today health and fitness certificates for 
seafarers are required . Working condition are inceasing- 
ly regulated.Some countries even consider the introduc­
tion of psychological tests for those who want to take up 
a carreer at sea .
More than any other individual in the maritime 
industry, the education and • training of the captain 
demands our special attention .Infact ,by law he is the 
responsible person for the success of maritime adventure, 
more over his experience on board of ships as specialist 
in navigation, ship handling and cargo oprations makes of 
him not only a ship's manager,but he is also the indica­
ted person for special duties and assignments ashore such 
as pilot,hydrographer,port oprator and administrator, 
superintendent,head of organization, etc.
The International Convention on standard of training 
certification and Watchkeeping for seafarers ,1978 <STCW 
Convention) was a long felt necessity by all maritime 
state . The recognition of the importance of safety of
4
life and property at sea and protection of the marine 
environment is essential for all nations .
To have a ship properly manned by well trained and qua­
lified officers and crew not only ensures safety to that 
ship only but also to other ships in the vicinity.
Though Iran could not attend the International Confernce 
on Training and certification of seafarers held in London 
in 1978,1 hope that my responsible maritime organization 
in Iran brings up our existing procedures to internatio­
nal standards in accordance with this convention and 
ratify it as soon as possible .
1.2 Shipping and its role towards the development
An important factor determining the pace of economic 
and social development in developing countries is their 
participation in world trade .
In this connection it is appropriate to quote the 
following statement of the head of the " Food and Agri­
cultural Organization " (F.A.O) P"The future is trade - you can double,trible or qua­
druple the aid,it will not do .Trade brings in 50 times 
more than aid".
The history of mankind on earth is the history of his 
struggle against poverty.In our present decade poverty is 
still crushing about two thirds of world 's population 
under its heavy burden.
More opperessive is t^hat the gap between the rich and 
poor countries is in general widening in terms of real 
income per capita . These less developed or developing 
countries are characterized by a low. standard of living 
due to a combination of obstacles,interwoven into each 
other, that tend to counteract their efforts towards eco-
5
nomic growth.
The main obstacles which can be listed under the 
following headings all work in several vicious circles 
acting as resistance to development,these are :
I. Low level of productivity per capita.
II. Scarcity and lack of compelementary factors of pro­
duction.
III. Unfavourable conditions for foreign trade .
IV. Insignificance of training and educational infras­
tructures to have sufficient and well trained people 
to run foriegn trade ,specially manning and running 
the national fleet.
Among be-l^een many diffrent matter, and subjects of trade 
and bus^iness which could help to improve, the national 
economic through the real income per capita as foreign 
curency exchage,the international maritime trade has a 
matchless intensive role to play in any contribution to 
economic development.
Quantitatively ,most of the developing countries 
have a high ratio of foreign trade to national income. 
This is due to several reasons;
- Have to rely on an efficient national fleet and other 
transport system that would facilitate their access to 
foreign markets (the important of sea-transport,in this 
respect ,is shown from the fact that 3,320 million tons 
of world trade was transported by sea in 1984 ,and about 
13,060. billions of ton-miles),report UNCTAD secretariate.
- Costs of seatransport service are of a considrable mag­
nitude, the more efficient and the cheaper this service
6
would be the benefits gained from trade .
This is more apparent for the developing countries,in 
particular Iran which is in the process of industrialisa- 
tion,rely greatly on foreign trade who are generally 
faced with exporting oil and all balance of payment and 
foreign exchange income depend upon extremly to the 
international; market of produce and from time to time 
influence by many factors.
At this stage to proceeding at reasonable conseque- 
ncess of my conclusion about how important shipping is, 
I would like to pointed out to shipping activities itself 
by giving some important definition, because I belive 
without any clear descreption and sufficient figures and 
relevant statistics about main points and original con­
cept of international and national shipping and conse­
quently to acheavement of any resualt to prove our par­
ticular training and educational needed in this respect 
would be ineffectual.
1.3 SHIPPING AND ITS TECHNOLOGY
A ship having properly trained and qualified personnel on 
board when confronted on the high seas with a ship manned 
by unqualified sub-standard officers and crew is exposed 
to danger as much as the sub-standard ship and their qua­
lifications and training become unless the other ship 
also has fully qualified and trained officers and crew.
The shipping industry has under gone drastic changes in 
the last three decades.Specialised ships designed to car­
ry containers and supply vessels etc., have taken the 
place of the traditional carrier.See. table 1.3.1 and
1.3.2
7
Management and manning of ships has become varied 
and international.The prolonged depression has forced 
shipping companies to enforce stringent economics on 
ships ,often at the cost of safety.
Lack of financial resources sometimes leads to in 
adequete maintenance and intervals between dry-docking 
are lengthened. What ever be the economic scenario as of 
today,we must face the fact that modern ships are highly 
complex and require highly trained personnel to operate 
them economically and safely .
It has therefore become essential that the present 
and past methods of selection and training of maritime 
personnel be given careful and critical appraisal to 
evolve a pattern of training and education which is com­
patible with the requirements of the shipping industry of 
not only today but also of the ships of tomorow.
One of the natural resources of any country is its 
man power and this,like any other of its resources,can be 
neglected or can be actively developed towards its full 
potential for the economic growth of the country .
In this modern age the full,or at least the reasonably 
efficient,use of avialable manpower develops largly up on 
the existence of adequate number of workers possessing 
the requisite knowledge and skills at various levels in 
each sector of economy.
The rapid technological development which is cha­
racteristic of the time requires a government policy of 
encouragement or control towards the achevment and cor­
rect distribution of such knowledge and skills.
Sea faring has,like many other occupations,been a 
"learn-as-you-work" activity for thousands of years 
during which new recruits went to sea and,by a combina­
tion of direct experience and of tuition from more senior
8
col leagues,learned the business of seamanship.
Promotion to higher ranks, and eventually to ship­
masters in some cases ,resulted from this some what 
haphazard combination of experience and knowledge gained 
over a very long priod of time. This training many times 
have been effective enough for its intended purpose but 
can not,in the light of modern knowledge and technology 
on training methods, be regarded as very efficient.
The advent of steam propulsion of ships required seafa­
rers of a new type with operation and repair skills cove­
ring engines,boilers,decks and bridge.
The training of engineer officers also consisted of 
"learning-on-the-job" by experience and haphazard tui­
tion. However , most of his professional skills were usually 
acquired ashore,in an engine-building works or ship 
repair yard before going to sea.
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1.3.1 * INCREASED SPECIALISATION OF SHIPS
- OIL TANKERS
- CHEMICAL TANKERS
- LIQUEFIED GAS TANKERS
- CONTAINER SHIPS
-• RO RO'S
- BULK CARRIERS
- OBO'S
- CAR CARRIERS
“ LASH SHIPS
- HYDROFOIL VESSELS
- AIR CUSHION VESSELS
- COMPOSITE TUG AND BARGE UNITS
- SELF UNLOADERS
- SHEEP CARRIERS
- MOBILE OFFSHORE UNITS
* source:I.M.O 1986
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1.3.2 * INCREASED NUMBER AND SIZE OF SHIPS
"SOLAS YEARS" NO.OF SHIPS GROSS TONNAGE
1914 24,444 (millions) 45
1929 29,612 66
1948 29,340 80
1960 36,311 129
1974 61,194 311
1978 69,020 401
1979 71,129 413
1980 73,882 420
1981 73,864 421
1982 75,151 425
1983 76,106 423
1984 76,068 419
1985 76,395 416
* Source:I.M.O 1986
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2.0 IRAN
2.1 MARITIME GEOGRAPHY
Iran is located in south western Asik between the 
Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman to the south ,and the 
Caspian sea to the north. It has an area of 1,645,ODD 
square KM <628,000 square mile).It's coast line on the 
south is 1,880 KM <1,168 mile) .
Iran has longest shoreline on the Persian Gulf Oman sae 
as well ,and is the only state located on the entire 
length of the northern coast of the Gulf and the Oman sea 
from the Arvand Rood river <Shat-al-Arab water way) up to 
the port of Govater<Pakistan border).
Its boundries with Russia are marked largely by 
natural features .Iran's 1,050-mile bdundryline in the 
north begins at the junction of the Aras River and Karsu 
follows the course of the main chanel of the Aras .
This section of boundry lies to the west of the Cas­
pian sea,which gives Iran some 630 KM <400 miles) of a 
crescent shaped coast line facing the soviet union.
At the south ,there is mouth of the Persian Gulf,Strait 
of Hormuz , is one of the eleven straits of the world of 
"major economic significance"to the world shipping trade.
It is listed with the Dover ,Skaggarak,Lombok,Luzon 
and Bosporus-DardanelIs straits in the category.
In fact , it should be considered as one of the most 
important strait economically,becuase it is marked by a 
vital global interest in the passage of goods,services, 
resouces and technology,with oil shipments the heart of
14
its economics importance.
All eight littoral states of persian Gulf possess oil 
reserves,but their reserves differ significantly in size.
Iran's reserves were estimated in 1985 at 66 billion 
barrels.
According to the state division of 1986, Iran is divided 
into 24 provinces,480 counties and 450 municipalities. 
Total population of Iran is 48 mil1ions.<1986-Iran 
Ministry of Interior)
2.2 ECONOMY
According to a Macro-Economic survey of Developing 
countries in the ESCAP region by Economic and Social Com­
mission for Asia and the Pasific, for most of the Asian 
countries ,1982 was one of the most depressed years in 
recent time,except for Burma and Iran,which lie at two 
geographical extremes of sub-region and have structural 
and institutional charactristics somewhat diffrent from 
the rest of it.
The economic growth in the Islamic Republic of Iran 
mainly has been due to following more inward oriented 
policies regarding with transportation goods by its 
national merchant fleet and communications.
re,have increased in recent years.
In spite of the weakness in the oil market and continu- 
tion of the war ,adversely affected the economic perfor­
mance, I ran fared rather well in 1985-86.
It's link with the rest of Asia and the world ,howev-
15
strengthened by its oil reserves ,Iran an upper 
middle-income country, has developted one of the better 
balanced economies in the Middle East .
The country embarked on indusrialistion and by 1978 
some 33 per cent of the labour force were employed in 
industry .
2.3 MARITIME ADMINISTRATION IN IRAN (P.S.O)
According to the statutory functions of Ministry of Road 
and Transpory,the Ports and shipping Organization as a 
legal maritime body is responsible and dealt with port 
activity and navigation .
Subjects and functions pertaining to shipping and 
ports which are under the charge of this organization are 
as foilows:
a) To provide and maintain adequate and efficient port 
service and facilities in ports or the approaches to 
ports ;
b> To regulate and control navigation within ports and 
the approches to ports ;
c) To promote the use ,improvment and development of
d) General-superintendence and co-operate and co-ordinate 
all activities of or within ports and related matters.
The secretariat of the Ministry is headed in P.S.O 
as general manager. The ministry deals mainly with larger 
issues relating to policy and legislation,while all exe­
cutive matters relating to ports and shipping are dealt
ports ;
16
with by the general manager.
In the old Iranian Maritime Code 1955, statutory 
recognition has been given to the Ports and Shipping 
Organization and it has been delegated powers to enable 
him to perform effectively the various functions under 
the act .
I should mention here that national merchant fleet 
and running the ships in terms of shipping and maritime 
trade has nothing to do with port and shipping organiza­
tion and is under the ministry of commerce.
At the time of writting this project,the new revised 
Maritime Code has been presented into parliment some time 
last year 1986.
This new code will establish the framework for 
merchant marine activities in Iran .A framework to be 
filled in by regulations made by the P.S.O under 
supervision of Ministry of Road and Transport consist of 
ten chapter in respect of registration of ship,col1ision 
avoidence , search and rescue , Load line ,SOLAS,and also 
impelementation of STCW Convention ,conducting 
examination and granting certificate of competency to 
seafarers
has been mentioned and accepted in prenciple.
So,in case of accepted and approved new maritime Code and 
ratification of STCW Convention by parliment ,in near 
future ,we are expecting a great impact and effect not 
only on the Iran Maritime Academies and entire system of 
manning of*ships ,but also on examination and certifica­
tion of seafarers and other related matters.
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2.4 PRINCIPAL PORTS AND HORBOURS
ABADAN and KHORAMSHAHR sBoth ports have been completly 
destroyed during conflict between Iran and Irak .
BANDAR KHOMAINI ;This port by having 40 jetties is big­
gest port in the region. Minimum depth of water alongside 
is 36 ft. Vessls up to 50,000 dwt will be accepted for 
discharging and loading general cargo and bulk.
The surface of the jetty has been designed for operation 
of mobile or gantry crane .
BUSHEHR : The port consist of two deep water berths,- 
drought 10.m and two dolphin where vessels can discharge 
into lighters with similar drafts .
CHAH-BAHAR : New port has been constracted .
Vessels up to 30,000 dwt,will be accepted for discharge .
2.4.1 SHAHID RAJAEE NEW PORT COMPLEX (BANDAR ABBAS)
2.4.2 The project general background
Bandar Abbas is situated in the south -eastern 
region of Iran at the mouth of Persian Gulf.
Due to the need for increased port capacity both for 
naval and commercial purposes ,the Iranian Government 
decided in the early seventies to assign the existing 
port for the navy and to build a new port complex for the 
commercial activities of the region .
The new port was planned for a design cargo throu­
ghout of some 15 million tons per annum,mainly comprising 
of the following commodities:
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General cargo ,containers,various bulk ores ,grains in 
bulk ,oil products and fish,the majority of this commodi­
ties being imported.
The planned harbour basins and on-shore port area toge­
ther comprises approximatly 27 square kilometers.
The largest vessels to be accommodated fully loaded • is
100,000 dwt. The new commercial port is planned to be one 
of two major Iranian seaports in the Persian Gulf(the 
other being Bandar Khomeini).
2.4.3 Description of port facilities
The project includes a commercial port and coastal & 
Fishing Harbour .The port basins of the commercial port 
including 3 basins for ocean vessels .
There are 30 berthes for ocean going vessels by minimum 
water-depth 12.m.
Provision has been made for the following 12 berthes 
extensions:
B Container 
4 Multi Bulk 
3 Bulk Grain
2.500.000 ton
1.200.000 ton 
3,000,000 ton
12 Total ‘ 6,700,000 ton
In the commercial port service and office builing are 
being built with a total inside floor area of 37,000 
square meters.In the coastal and fishing port the floor 
area ,in 6 building , is 8300 square meters .
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IRAN
2.5 EDUCATION SYSTEM
2.5.1 Primery and secondary education
The compulsory primary education was established in 1930. 
primary educatiuon for five years is compulsory for all 
children and ,along with a three years guidence priod, 
was declared free in 1974 .According to the latest popu­
lation census results at October 1986 over eleven million 
children were attending many thousands of primary and 
secondary schools all over the country .According to the 
government,24,500 school were build between the Revolu­
tion (1979) and 1985.
An increasing number of childrert are now proceeding 
to secondary schools after obtaining their primary educa­
tion certificate.
Some figures and facts about education facilities in 
Iran:
Elementary school 48920
Orientation course 11145
Secondary school 2204
Technical and vocational school 710
Primary teacher training " 272
Universities and Colleges 165
2.5,2 Higher education
Iran has 22 universities including eight in Tehran. 
125000 students have admited for the 1984-85, and 86 acca- 
demic years.
There are several other institutions of higher educa­
tion ,teachers' training colleges ,colleges of advanced 
technology, and colleges of agriculture.
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In addition there two maritime universities, one in 
Caspian sea at north of Iran and the second one is in 
Chah-Bahar, in the south on Iran .The ministry 
responsible for higher education is ministry of higher 
education and culture . Education is virtually free in 
Iran at all level, from elmentary school through 
university .
A survey conducted in 1986 indicated that of the 32 
millions Iranian of more than 6 years of age were litra- 
te. Population of Iran is 48 million .
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3.0 DIVERSIFICATION OF MARITIME ACTIVITIES AND FLEET 
STRUCTURE IN IRAN
3.1 Present situation of merchant marine in Iran
As merchant ships have become more complex and 
diffrent,the old methods of training have tended to be 
superseded by newer ones in many countries . These newer 
methods involve persons trained in a more formal kind,- 
carried out in well organised establishments ashore .
The following list will suffice to give some insight into 
the general marine manpower needs of the shipping indus­
tries in’Iran;
1. Persian Gulf shipyard in Bandar Abbas and Maritime 
industries complex firmes in Bandar Boshehr (both run 
and managed by Governement) needs to employing marine 
relevant management,administrtive ,technical, supervi­
sory and operative staffs.
2. Government and commercial merchant shipping fleets 
require deck and engine officers.(table 3.2.1)
3. Government and fishing fleets require deck and engine 
officers and other members of crew.
4. Ports and shipping organization (port Authority) 
require marine officers and other‘members of crew(Ra- 
ting)
5. Iranian navy requires officers and petty officers.
6. National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and Iranian Oil 
Tanker Company ,requires deck and engineering officers
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and to include general purpose crews.
7. Other shipping companies and organizations such as 
coast guarde and Iran-O-Hend shipping company require 
deck and engineering officers and other members of 
crew.
S. In planning of the economic expansion of a country the 
transport of goods over sea-is one of the main object 
to consider .In general I may say the one of the most 
important elments in the economic exploitation is the 
size of the ship. According to institute of Shipping 
Economics and Logistics and shipping statistics,March 
1986 among all developing countries national fleets 
(including china) Iran National Fleet by having 3.4 
million dwts has ranked at number ten.
The total ships of 300 dwt and over of Iranian merchant 
marine fleets are 350 ships.
The need of maritime trained personnel is not exahausted 
by the list above.lt is aimed at giving a definite indi­
cation of the situation in the country.
3.2 ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN SHIPPING LINE CIRISL)
This company has been established at 1965 by haviong 
six small general cargo ship with total displacment of 
40,338 dwt. In recent years because of the high rate of 
growth in foreign trade ,today IRISt owns and manages a 
fleet of 96 different type of ocean going vessels of
3,4 million dwts <as at Jaunuary 1 st 1986).
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3 • 2.1 * TABLE'
The number of IRISL employees,bbth afloat and ashore 
shown in table below from 1981-8B
Year 1981 1982 1983 ’ 1984 1985
Ashore 527 791 869 1000 1015
Afloat 2065 1760 1968 1869 1910
Iranian
of ficer 330 316 A82 516 531
Foreign
of ficer 350 289 399 441 455
Seaman 1223 1050 1010 912 1065
Students 162 105 77 90 • 129
Total 2592 2551 2837 2868 3200
* Source s Islamice Republic of Iran shipping Line 
publication 1985
is
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3.3 OTHER MARITIME INDUSTRIES
a> Iran and India shipping compays
This company has been registred as an Iranian company at 
20th march 1975.
Proportion of shares of company is 51% belongs to Iran 
CIRISL) and 49% belong to Shipping Corporation of India. 
Company has owned and manages 10 different type of ocean 
going vessels of total 110,250 dwt .
b) National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC)s
this company is under the Ministry of oil and has 65 tan­
ker and super tanker on service to carry crude oil or 
other oil product.
c) Fishery:
The fishering activities i0 under the ministry of agri­
cultural and natural resources .Most of fishing is car­
ried out in traditional method and by 8000 motor lounches 
or other kind of local fishing boat . Several modern 
fishing vessels recently have been bought by Government 
which contributing and cooperating with private sector.
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3.4 FLEET STRUCTURE
Enumerated below is the analysis of Iranian merchat fleet
by principal types; 
Fleet in operation
Type of vessels NO, GRT Average age
of ships
- Over seas Dry
cargo vessels
81 456,744 year 9
- Ore & Bulk carries 42 777,314 9
— Container ships* 2 35,000 6
-■Chemical 2 27,047 4
- Tankers ;
V.L.C.C,
Crude oil,Product
32 918,207 9
- Pasenger 2 12,500 10
- Off-shore supply 28 . 108,535 7
vessels
- Research ships 1 804 2
- Dereger 7 .21030 8
- Tuges
- Fishing inc.
93 30522 5
factory
- Miscellaneous
26 6,737 10
(non-trading) 26 26,843 12
Total Number ’ 347 ‘ 2,379,957 8
* Source; Institute of Shipping Economics March 1986
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b) Fleet on order
There is a plan to acquire eleven bulk and Cooking oil 
carriers vessels ,each of which 22,000 tons GRT by 
1987-1988 and further,there is also ten fishing vessels 
under construction in foriegn shipyard.
3.5 MAN POWER NEEDS IN ’ THE IRAN MARITIME INDUSTRIES
Total displacment of export and import of a country 
will predic the nessecity of minimum requirement of human 
resources in shipping industrial developing activities 
and plans within the periods of times.
Shipping as same as the other modes of transportation 
like railways and roads have a vital role on build up, 
infrastructure of a country on bases of economic growth.
Owning merchant fleets and having required and 
enough well trained seafarers , would help the country in 
speeding its pace for development.
Ships and shipping activities are capital intensive, 
and while acquisition of a fleet and the formation of a 
shipping company to operate the ships are readily exe­
cuted,once the appropriate policy decisions are taken,- 
there are no short cuts in securing the number of highly 
qualified and experienced maritime personnel that would 
be required to man those vessels and manage and oprate 
the shore administrations associated with same .
This important trust in the harnessing of human 
resources has evolved a sub-planning activity along side 
with,and within the entire maritime transportation net­
work ,for the establishment of proper maritime training 
facilities to enable my country to have a ready source of 
maritime exeprties in all its branches. According to the
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plan and budget organization and its estimation on basis 
of five-year development plan for 1983-SS due to produce 
and demand of country shows ,that with allocations tota­
ling $166 billion* ,more emphesis has been devoted to 
agricultural and services to industries,but the total 
proportional of investment in transport sector , within 
this priode of fiscal years would be $12 billion ,which 
is nearly $2.5 billion per year.
In a prolong observation into the next 20 years deve­
lopment plan from descriptive statistics analysis,of the 
Iran's economical,social and cultural point of view, 
enabling us to realize what is going to happen with 
total export and import of Iran .
The ultimate trend and tendency of Iran's imports and 
exports of diffrent type of goods<intermediat,fundemetal 
and consummer goods) from 1981 to 2001 may best be 
illustrted by the figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2
For preparation of this 20 year developing program, 
has been taken into account all factors.For example in 
case of reduction from income of foriegn exchange due to 
decrease of exporting oil or oil prices,which is shown at 
table 3.5.2, some times around year 1996 non-oil export 
production would ’ have trend towards an increasing norm 
and at the same time exporting oil or oil prices will 
goes downward or*will show reduction.
Conseqently in both case either increasing in non-oil 
exports or imports of fundemental goods ,in order to 
reconstruction the country .Specially after settelment of 
war,there will be extreme heavy burdens on our merchant 
fleet.Consequently,from an logical and reasonable point 
of view there*is legitimate ground for debate that the 
development and expansiorj of Iran's Merchant Fleet has 
already begun to grow ,but simultaneusly it does not
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increased in number of adequate and trained seafarers and
marine personnel due to extension of capital investment
in shipping industries since year 1976 to 20D1
,so it means that we are lag bihind in our developing
programs.
At the end of 198B it was observed that there is a 
large requirement of trained officers as well as other 
member of crew ,to man and running the merchant fleet. 
Following figurs are showing the existing number of Ira­
nian
seafarers and only next two years marine personnel needed 
regarding with expansion of Iran National fleet.*
Years Of ficers Seaman
1985 441 Iranian 912
516 Foreign —
1988 1800 2300
From aformentioned I would like to appraise that the 
human resource of Iran national fleet and other maritime 
industries is considered as fundamental factor,and estab­
lishment , improvment or build up the maritime institute 
with full capacity and high quality should be in first 
priority among other programs in Iran and will be inevi­
table and have no alternative for that,otherwise in long 
term we will have more shortage of marine personnel due 
to expansion of merchant fleet in number and its new 
advanced technology.
* Source:!.R.I.S.L Publication 1985
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A.O MARITIME'EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN IRAN
A.l INTRODUCTION
The ultimate aim of any patern of maritime education 
and training is,and should be,to produce well trained and 
qualified seagoing personnel who have followed a well 
planned programme of training leading to the issue of 
appropriate certificates of competency in their respecti­
ve fields.
The education of maritme personnel,like other types 
of education, is the building' in the minds of people the
broader understanding of the trade in which they are
involved.lt will afford individual self-reliance and pro­
mote national economic advantages in the trade on a 
national and world basis .
There is always,a demand for up-grading the present 
acdemies of maritime studies to meet the standards for 
training .Otherwise the officers and seaman will be neg­
lected at lower level of standards.
It has been observed from table 3.2.3 that growth of
maritime transportation in Iran specially during last
decade and approximate investment in field of sea trans­
port for next twenty years haq trend to a rapid growth in 
the sector of trade .This led to a great deal demand of 
well trained seafarers to manage and running the fleets. 
Although it is accepted in principle that training is 
necessery,but still we are lag's behind what we need.
Iran should therefore,serously consider in light of 
the above consept how it will go about improving the 
standard needs for its merchant fleets.
Training of seafarers in Iran started only recently.
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In the past high school leavers who wish to pursue to a 
career at sea were sent overseas especially to the United 
kingdom ,Belgium ,or India.
Not only in the two past decades of National fleet 
activities,even now the shortge of officers and other 
crew members have been recruited from differnt nationali­
ties,so always foreigners holding the various positions 
and jobs on board ships of Iranian National Fleet .
For this reason ,and aviod that ,the Government of 
Islamic Republic of Iran at once have established two 
maritime academy,first in the north of counrty near by 
the one of principal ports in Caspian Sea CNowshahrJ, 
and second is.located in the south of Iran at port of 
Chah-Bahar,one of pricipal ports in the Oman Sea.
A.2 IRAN NAVAL ACADEMY
Naval Academy is one of two Maritime institution for 
training of officers for both vocation,for the merchant 
marine fleet and for the navy as well .
It was established in 1980 at Nowshahr,one of the 
principal port which is situated at Caspian Sea in the 
north of Iran .It developed together with the Chah-Bahar"^ 
Academy and this development has been intensified since 
Iran's revulotion.
The Academy is under administration jurisdiction and 
founded by the Iranian Navy (Ministry of Defence)*.
Though this college depends on the navy,it will provide 
training courses to train officers for merchant marine's 
fleet or on request of any other organizations those who 
needs maritime trained officers .
Duration of study is A- years and the students receive 
elementry military training ,so as to fulfill military
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service requirement,and to be able to serve as commisio- 
ned officers in the naval reserve.The college curiculum 
includes a three years undergraduate program at college 
and one year final training course on board of the mer­
chant marine sea-going vessels or navy training ships .
During this last priod of time,the students receive 
individual training .The college has regular students 
those who are taught and trained in deck specialization,- 
but beside the deck department,preparation are going to 
be made towards the establishment of marine engineer 
officers course.So in this paper one of my recommendation 
that I should permited to do is to suggest a program and 
sylabi to meet STCW Convention requirements for conduc­
ting engineering officers courses in this academy.
4.2.1 NAVAL ACADEMY ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
Naval Academy making public anuncement through the
fleading newspapers of country,inviting applicant,those 
eligible candidates who have higher secondary certificate 
in science with physics and mathematics.
The candidates are selected for admission by, navy 
under the responsibility of ministry of defence.The 
entrance examination's subjects consists of mathe­
matics, English, aplied science and general knowledge'. 
Entrance Examination is followed by an interview and 
medical test which is composed of series of intensive 
medical examinations on basis of navy requirements,inclu­
ding hearing and eye sight .
A candidate is required to be at least 20 years old . 
The first 100,from the top of the list of finally selec­
ted candidates are taken into the academy for training. 
The students also must meet the same requirements .for
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admission to the acdemy as their naval cadet counterparts 
and when enrolled are also subject to the same regula­
tions such as those concernning discipline,wearing of 
uniforms and board and lodging.
All courses are conducted by instructors who are mem­
bers of the academy's staff.The curricula,which are 
established according to promulgated by the ministry of 
defence,includes basic millitary training,general educa­
tion subjects,and then professional courses necessary to 
prepare trainees for examinations for certificates of 
competancy as the lowest grade deck officer.
4.3 MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
In 1975 the university of Chah-Bahar,Institute of 
Maritime science and Technology which is under the 
Ministry of higher education established in Sistan and 
Balochestan provience in south west of Iran and it is 
located very close to port of Konarak one of the princi­
pal port in Oman Sea region,by cooperation and coordina­
tion of University of Southampton (united Kingdom).
After two years study,planning and constructing the 
site and building,at 1977 first group of students after 
final selection enterd into the maritime college and have 
started their pre-sea training.
But after six month ,because of the commencing Islamic 
revelution,academy closed for a priod of time .
Again in 1981 maritime college after preparation of cour­
ses has reopend and have started to train students who 
are recruited and sponcered by IRISL. Some time last year 
the first group of graduate deck officer have started 
their sea service on board of IRISL foriegn-going ships. 
The college has been visited by IMO advisers and consul­
tants at the request of the Iranian Authorities to
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ensure compiletion and following the international stan­
dards.
4.3.1 MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
The scholastic requirements for entrance Chah-Bahar 
Merchant Marine Academy are similar to those specified by 
any other college or university,such as :
-Candidates have to complete high school with good marks 
in final exames.
—University entrance examination certificate with good 
passes in :mathematics,physics or physical science,eng- 
lish,which is held on all country wide basis at same 
time .
This written and vive-voce interview conducted by 
Ministry of higher education and culture and will fx>l- 
lowed by medical test which is conducted by Ministry of 
health.
The first 50 ,from the top of the finally selected 
condidates are taken into the Academy for their pre-sea 
training .Candidates are required to be at least 20 years 
old (including 2 years millitary service).
4.3.2 BUILDING AND FACILITIES
Both maritime academies are accomodated in a purpose 
built complex ideally situated at the waterfront at Now- 
shahr Port and Konarak Bay at Chah-Bahar Port .
Both are comprised of an academic block consisting of 
administration block ,work shops,Jetty and boat ramp.
The Academic block contains the following facilities:
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- The totals 200 students capacity.
- Seamanship room - Library - Class room<7 in Chah-Bahar 
and 5 in Noshahr)
- Lecturer's room
- Dormitory with capacity for 90 students
- A mess hall for 200 students
- Gaily, pantry,fresh storage chamber,etc.
- Workshop specially fitted to receive the equipment 
supplied and denoted by IRISL.
The existing building and facilities including training 
equipment,however do not meet the requirements of the 
international standards so far.
4.4 FROM BEGIN OF STUDIES TO CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY
Vocational training for the Iranian seafarers is 
organized and executed by the Government.The theoretical 
instruction given to seafarers is directly related to the 
knowledge required for their respective ship board jobs.
Iran could not attend the International Conference 
on Training and Certification of Seafarers held in London 
in 1978,so the implementation of examination and Certifi­
cation of deck and engineer officers can not be dond 
properly.Because courses in the Academies at present do 
not include any subjects like management,transport econo­
mics,maritime law and personnel management.There is no 
provision for refresher and up dating-courses or familia­
rization with up dated modern ship operational requi­
rements,such as ship automation,and ship simulationCRadar 
simulation is under processes to obtain)
Training in these field is necessary due to the type of
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shipping activities and business and its more expansion 
than present level in the future.
In Chah-Bahar Academy the cadetes are given one year 
pre-sea training (each acdamic year consist of two term 
end each term is six months),then the cadetes will pro­
ceed to sea for one-year practical training on board the 
foreign-going vessels of IRISL,which includes a priod not 
less than 6 months undergoing supervised watch-keeping 
duties as required by the STCW Convention.
The practical training and required sea service for offi­
cers is provided on board a number of operating cargo 
ships which have been agreed by IRISL to carry and train 
up to 50 deck cadets apprerntices on regular commercial 
voyages,because normally most of these cadets and offi­
cers have been recruited and sponcered by afor mentioned 
shipping company.Instruction on board ships during sea 
service is composed of practical work and theoretical 
instruction .It is conducted by ship's captain and as 
well as the ship's regular officers.
They then come back to the academy for another year 
of practical and theoretical training at the academy- 
C3rd and 4th terms).On successful completion of two years 
training at academy and 12 months sea service,the candi­
dates will awarded a certificate from the papers of the 
examination in those subjects which are examined by the 
academy,on board or ashore.
The certificates issued will be considerd equivalent 
to the Diplomas granted by the Ministry of Education for 
students completing similar technical training ashore. 
At 5th term the academy will provide 6 months course 
which is followed by examination for the first certifica­
te of competency.On successful completion of their stu­
dies will obtain foreign-going certificate of competency, 
officer incharge of a navigating watch.
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After another 12 months sea service as a watchkeeper 
officer,they becgme eligible to sit for the preparatory 
course for the chief mate examination.
Applicants for examinations for certificates of competen­
cy as a watch officer, must be at least 18 years of age 
and pass a medical examination which includes a chest 
x-ray, eyesight and hearing tests and a laboratory analy­
sis. All officer candidates must also pass a course in 
life boat handling in fire-fighting and damage control 
conducted by academy.In addition,other short courses run 
at academy are as follows:
- First Aid at sea
- Restricted Radio Telephony Course
- Ef ficient Deck hand Course
- Fire Fighting Course
As a consequence of the merchant fleet's rapid growth, 
and change in the -types of ships, training facilities and 
syllabi are lagging behind and do not meet the required 
manpower needs yet. As a first step towards ratification 
of the STCW 1978 Convention Iran is introducing certifi­
cate structures for both deck and engine departments to 
comply with the minimum requirements.
Once Iran ratifies the STCW Convention there will be 
a total change of the certificate structures to be more 
in line with that of the Convention where the trading 
limits will be revised to constitute two trading limits 
namly;
- Near coastal
- Unrestricted
Iran's present certificate structures (for foreign-going 
only) for deck and engine department are as follows:
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- Master mariner , chief mate and officer in charge of 
navigating watch.
- Chief engineer , second engineer and officer in charge 
of an engineering watch.
The maritime Training and career structure from the begi- 
ning up to master mariner in Iran is shown in Diagram 
A.4.1
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4.5 SHAHID RAJAIE TRAINING CENTRE
4.5.1 BACKGROUND
Consequent to the request by the Government of Isla­
mic Republic of Iran to the International Maritime orga­
nization to provide assistance and advise in the Maritime 
sector,an IMO Mission comprising the Deputy Director of 
the Technical Co-Operation Division and the Inter-regio­
nal Adviser on Maritime legislation,visited Iran from 
9-20 March 1982.
The arrival of the mission in Tehran coincided with 
the announcement of the in pending arrival at the end of 
March 1982 of a UNDP programming mission and consequently 
,discussions were held by the IMO mission were intended 
to facilitate the work of UNDP mission.
The IMO mission had extensive and useful discussions with 
the concerned officials from the Port and Shipping Orga­
nization, Islamic Republic Shipping Line,Iranian National 
Tanker Company,and the Iranian navy'.
In March 1982 the Mission submitted to the Government 
of Iran,through the UNDP in Tehran ,a report entitled 
Advisery services in General Maritime Administration, and 
Maritime legislation,in which were included its findings 
and’ recommendations on the improvnient in various sectors 
under the PSO. Having accepted the IMO Mission's recom­
mendations the Government has requested IMO'sassistance 
for the implementation of some of these recommendation 
through UNDP financing.
4.5.2 OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT
To enhance the capability of the port and shipping 
organization of Iran to effectively fulfil its regulatory
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and supervisory role through out the merchant marine sec­
tor in order that the expansion and development of the 
latter may be under taken on sound and systematic lines 
in accordance with the provisions of international mari­
time conventions.
The immediate objective of the project is to assist 
the ports and shipping Organization in re-organizing its 
addministrative machinery in various area of its respon­
sibility.The project will also train maritime personnel 
in the field of maritime safety,survey and inspection,ex­
aminations , hydrographic surveys and oprations,and in the 
maintenance and operation of aids to navigation.
Port and Shipping Organization in sectors of mariti­
me, cargo operation and maritime- technical and maintenace 
due to a lack of suitably trained personnel at diffrent 
ports had problem.Under a project for construction of a 
new port complex at Bandar Shahid Rajaee it was therefore 
decided to establish a permenant training center with IliO 
aid.Following consultation with international and govern­
ment organizations concerned with port training center an 
agreement was signed in April 1984 between IMO and the 
Rotterdam Port Transport College(RPTC).
s.Initially an IMO team toured Tehran and Bandar Shahid 
Rajaee and examined the training facilities available in 
the ports.They held discussios with the local authorities 
and qonsequently they have interviewed and selected 14 
specialized instructors most of whom have been workes as 
hurbor masters and river pilots for many years and rest 
were mechanical engineers and electrician,underwent a 
special training programme organized by RPTC in the 
Netherlands during early 1984.
Shortly after wards,the RPTC co-ordinator and a team 
of experts visted Shahid Rajaee Training center. They
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supervised preparatory work including the instalation of 
training equipment.From September 1984 institute began 
its educational activities by handling of three diffrent 
courses at the same time with the aim of promotion and 
improvment of the Ports and Shipping Organisation person­
nel who are involve in diffrent jobs ashore as well as on 
board the diffrent type of vessels .
4.5.3 TYPES OF COURSES
There are three divisions vis;
I. Nautical C)eck
II. Marine Technical
III. Cargo Operation
4.5.3.1 SUBJECTS OF TRAINING PROGRAMME (DECK)
4.5.3.1.1 OFFICERS'COURSE
Electronic navigation 
Radar
Persian Gulf,geography
Hydrodynamics
Communication
Seamanship
Maneuvering
Pilotage
Meteorology
Coastal navigation
Rules of the road
Safety at sea
Astronomy and astronomical navigation 
Navigation Regulations completely for the master.
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.5.3.1.2 Deck course for seamen are viz;
Maintenance of vessels
Maintenace ands use of rigging and equipment:
. anchoring gear 
. safety
- fire extinguishing devices 
. cordage 
. steel wire rope 
etc.
Operation on deck when:
. mooring and unmooring 
. anchoring 
. towing
. loding and unloding 
Various type of ship
communication system / telephone / mariphone / VHF
Local meteorological conditions
Navigation regulations
Aids to navigation ,buoyage system
Costal and ocean navigation.
Navigation regulations 
Buoyage system
J
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4.5.3.2 MARINE TECHNICAL
4.B.3.2.1 Electrical engineering
a) Theorical prcgratn
Generation and transmission of electric energy Conducti­
vity ,electric units,ohm's Law,
series,parallei,composite connections,sources of energy. 
Magnetism,elctro-magnetism,
preiodical voltages and current(alternating-current), 
Direct current machinery(generators and engines)
Equipment main switch board 
Three-phase alternating current 
Star-connection ,delta-connection 
Rotaling field,Electric field 
Lentz'Law,Farady's Law
Condensator,Coulomb's Law,and parallel connections of 
capacities-Safety regulations.
b) Practical programme
Skill in water tight and gas tight finishing of marine 
cable.
Connecting lighting switches in various connections.
The use of volt,Amper,wattand insulation testers. 
Connecting engine safetyswitch.
Connecting engine for direct and / or alternating current 
and rotary current.
Parallel connection of generator .
Detecting a short circut performing measurements and 
maintaining generators,engine and transformers.
Remedging faults in electric installations.
Maintenance of accumulators and knowing the safety regu­
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lations which are applicable.
Reading wiring diagrams.
Equipment of the main switchboard,emergency switychboard 
and emergency power supply.
4.5.3.2.2 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
a) Machining (work shoo practice)
Fitting works Drawing ,pre-treatment,finishing and making 
fit of work piece,in the course of which the following 
operations can occurjchipping,sawing filing,drilling,tap­
ping and reaming.
Dimensional accuracy:
Turning;Macking workpieces,in the course of which the 
following operations occurs
Facing and taper turning,internally and externally 
cutting in and - off ,drilling and tapping
b) Non-Machining
Constructial plate,and fitting work
Profiling sby means of drawing,cutting,sawing,chipping
and riveting
Torch welding
Electric welding
Soldring
4.5.3.3 CARGO OPERATION
Training subjects for trainees of following courses :
- Introductory course
- Tally man " ’ .
- Werehouse keeper "
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- Forklift truck "
- Containner staff "
- Containner supervisory course
The Cargo operation syllabus includes;
Safety
Ropes and chaines 
Forces
Dangrous goods
Cargo stowage Werehousing
Arethmetics
Knots & hitches
Stevedoring tools
Ships type
4.6 REMARKS ON SHAHID-RAJAIE. TRAINING CENTRE
There is not a balance between the positions held both 
ashore and at sea in relation to the qualifications of 
existing individuals in post and the jobs to be done.
In most cases the individuals employed do not posses the 
required educational background, qualification and expe­
rience, this being the main reason why such approach was 
adopted .
After successful completion of the courses at this 
center ,a certificate of competency as qualified person 
(with related course) is granted.
The courses are repeated in accordance to a schedule 
which provides training among three existing categories 
during the accademic year, and any port and shipping 
organization's personnel and other agencies or shipping 
companies are entitle to participate.
-However it is felt that this training center has 
ability to, be a center for specialised .short courses in
S3
compliance with the STCW Convention. This in order to 
fullfil the maritime training and education of the regu­
lar manpower needs of the PSO and the merchant marine 
fleet.The following points and measures illustrate this:
.1 At the end of August 1984,the project was revised to 
include more training at the WML) and a new pilot pro­
gramme in this training center.
.2 As part of the overseas training including in this 
project two lecturers from this training centre who 
are officers of the port and shipping- organization 
Cpso) started two years M.E.T(Nautical1 post graduate 
training programme at World Maritime University in 
1986.
.3 In the organizational chart this training center is 
hierarchically linked to the training department of 
the head office of PSO at Tehran.
This has been done in -order to make that this training 
center,although located at the new port of Bandar 
Abbas, will serve all maritime organization in all 
ports in Iran.
This also has the advantage that the training center 
will not be considered upon by the port directors of 
the other ports as an internal Bandar Abbas affair,but 
as a national institute.lt is therefore a logical con- 
sept to have the training center be responsible to the 
training section of all ports in the country.
Pi Few tasks and function of department head office of 
PSO:
a) Providing information on opretional port training
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within the country.
b) Collecting information on applicants for courses and 
deciding on the suitability of applicants for certain 
trainings.
c) Co-ordinating and monitoring oprational and maritime 
training activities through Iran.
d) Keeping an up to date information on international 
seminars,conferences,courses and passing this informa­
tion to ports and related departments.
e) According to the chapter two ,Article 49 to 63 conduc­
ting of examination and granting the certificate of 
competency to Iranian seafarers is under the responsi­
bility of port and shipping organization.
Some of the activities of the Bhahid-Rajaie training cen­
tre since establishment until last year have been listed
in next few pages.
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List of Books developed by the Nautical/Deck section
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
Subject;
Navigation
Electronic navigation
Chart abbreviations,
0
Buoyage system,
Nautical terms
Hydrodynamic
Manoeuvring
Mooring
Stability
Safety on board 1
Safety on board 2
Painting
Maintenance
Rules of the road
Persian Gulf Pilot (Iran coast) - In preparation
Totalling 12 books
Idst of Books developed by the Technical section
Itonber
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
Subject;
Diesel engines 
Electrical laboratory 
Electrical machines. 
Electrical circuits 
Electrical contacts, 
Electrical fuses. 
Electrical fault finding 
Control gear.
Contractors 
Gas/acetelene welding 
Electrical welding 
Turning 
Hydraulics
Firefighting engineroom 
Firefighting,
Safety on board
Totalling 11 books
List of Books developed by the Cargo Operations section.
Humber
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19.
20
21
22
23
24
25
Subject;
Forklift safety 1
Forklift safety 2
Loading materials 
*Loading equipment 
Loading gear 
Loading gear equipment 
Loading materials 
Ropes and chains 
Type of ships 
Packing materials 
Containers
Stowageplan containervessels
Tally reports
Ports in transportchain,
Stowageplans
Modes of transport
Transport marks
Signs on packages
Markings warehouse
Stocking warehousing
Measurements
Warehouse- Iranian regulations
Dangerous cargoes - ZMO code
Sampling
Measurements
Forces
Safety
Geography
Totalling 25 books
6a
Number of trainees per type of course and result
Type of course no of course no of trainees result
succeeded failed at school
JL. Introduction 2 15 0 15
2. Forklift driver 8 61 43 18 -
3. Tallyman 6 51 39 4 8
4. Har^ouse keeper 2 15 15 0 -
5. Container staff 2 18 18 0 -
€. Deckhand 4 31 25 6 -
7. Helmsman 5 - 45 28 8 9
8. Pilot 1 18 18 0 -
9. Motorist 3 31 19 12 -
10. Workshop mechemic 3 24 22 2 -
11. Electrician 1 4 3 1 -
12. Junior Engineer 1 8 8 0 -
13. Junior Mate 1 . 12 0 0 12
Totals 39 333 241 63 29
TOTAL PROJECT
TRAINEES / RESULTS
BANDAR ABBAS RECRUITS OTHER PORTS TOTAL
118 61 154 33335.^i% 18.3% 46.3%
SUCCEEDED
BANDAR ABBAS RECRUITS OTHER PORTS TOTAL
71 49 121 24160.2% 80.3% 78.6% 72.4%
FAILED
BANDAR ABBAS RECRUITS OTHER PORTS TOTAL
41 12 10 6334.7% 19.7% 6.5% 18.9%
AT SCHOOL
BANDAR ABBAS RECRUITS OTHER PORTS TOTAL
6 mm « 23 295.1% 14.9% 8.7%
OTHER PORTS :
B.I KHOMEINI BUSHEHR 
CHAH BAHAR 
B. ANZALI 
NOWSHAHR
128 
11
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5.1 INTRODUCTION TO iIMO AND SAFETY OF NAVIGATION
The Lloyd's Register of shipping casulties Returns for 
1958 - the year before the IMO Assembly met for the first 
time - showed that 16 per cent of the merchant shipping 
tonnage lost that year <56,000gt) resulted from colli­
sions and a further 32 per cent <115,ODD gtl from groun­
ding or striking wrecks .
The vast majority of these causlties - nearly half the 
total for that year - were thus caused or contributed to 
by navigational error or deficiency . This propotion was 
by no means uncommon and indeed many of the worst disa­
sters in shipping history have resulted from collisions 
and other accidents which can be attributed to faults in 
navigation .
It is hardly surprising ,therefore, that IMO has always 
paid great attention to the improvement of navigational 
safety .
Since 1959 a whole series of measures have been introdu­
ced , in the form of convention , recommendations and 
other instruments.
The best known and most important of these measures 
are conventions, three of which are particularly relevant 
to navigation .These are the International Convention for 
the safety of Life at sea , 1974 ; the Convention on the 
International Regulations for preventing Collisions at 
sea , 1972 ; International Convention on Standards of 
Training and Certification and Watchkeeping of Seafarers 
,1978.
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5.2 PROCESS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY INTERNATIONAL 
MARITIME CONVENTION
Convent-ions are particularly important because they are 
binding legal instruments.A state which ratifies or 
accede to a convention is obliged to put it into effect 
by making its requirements part of its own national law. 
To ensure that the instrument is properly enforced it may 
be necessary to recruit surveyors or inspectors,shipow­
ners may be obliged to install extra equipment on their 
ships or improved training may have to be provided.
Usually from ratification to implementation of any con­
vention,evry state member should follows the following 
procedures:
PHASE 1
a) Ratification / Accession
bl Prepare National Legislation < Primary & Subsidiary )
c) Documentation
d) Prepare the Executive Orders Intructions to Officials 
concerned
e) Develop appropriate and adequate - Maritime Administra­
tion Inf rastpucture
PHASE 2 - . ,
Implementation of National Legislation through the 
. exercising of appropriate functions by the Officials 
of the Maritime Administration
PHASE 3
Certification of ships / Seafarers and Issue of Clea­
rances
to ships / Seafarers to proceed to sea
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5.3 STCW CONVENTION:"A BRIDGE OVER THE TROUBLED WATERS"
Among the many resolutions adopted in I960 at the Inter­
national Conferance on Safety of Life at Sea was one 
which called upon all Governments to take all practicable 
steps to ensure that the education and training of seafa­
rers in the use of aids to navigation , ship's equipment 
f and devices was sufficiently comprehensive and was kept 
satisfactorily up - to - date . It also recommended that 
IMO and the International Labour Organization <ILO> 
should CO - operate with intersted governments in achie­
ving these ends .
In response to this recommendation , the IMO and ILO 
established a Joint committee on training . this commit­
tee had its first meeting in 1964 and prepared a document 
known as the "Document for Guidance on the Training of 
Seafarers 1964".
This gave guidance on the education and training of 
masters , of ficers , and seamen in the use and operation 
of aids to navigation , life saving appliances , devices 
for the prevention , detection and extinction of fires , 
and other ship's equipment contributing to safety at sea 
. (That particular document is now redundant since it was 
amended , expanded , and supplemented by the Joint Com­
mittee in 1975 and-again in 1977).
Although the production of the "Document for Guidance 
1964" was a step in the right direction , the IMO Council 
, in 1971, that still further measures were needed and so 
it requested the marine Safety Committee to give urgent 
considration to international satndards of watchkeeping 
training and certification.
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The IMO Assembly met in 1971 and decided , in its resolu­
tion
A 2A8(VII) of 15 October 1971 , to convene a conference 
to adopt a convention on the subject . Preparatory work 
was carried out by the IMO Sub - Committee on standards 
of Training and Watchkeepinq - -a sub - committee special­
ly formed for the purpose by the Marinre Safety Committee 
. This sub - committee prepared the text of a draft con­
vention , an annex containing reuirements for Watchkee­
ping , trraining and certification , and a number of 
draft recommedations.
The conferance , after discussing and amending the given 
drafts ,adopted the International Convention on Standards 
of Training , Certification and Watchkeeping for seafa­
rers, 1978 .
This convention is regarded as one of the most important 
maritime Safety conventions ever developted . It repre­
sents the first attempt to establish global minimum pro­
fessional standards for seafarers and priscribes minimum 
standards which countries are obliged to meet or exceed . 
In the majority of established maritime countries , stan­
dards are often higher than those stipulated in the Con­
vention .In some countries , howevre , standards are not 
so high and by ratifying or accepting the convention , 
Governments undertake to implement and enforce its requi­
rements . The effect of the Convention 's entry into for­
ce (it entered into force on 28 April 1984) therefore be 
to raise standards in the World as a whole .
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5.4 SUB-COMMITTEE OF STCW CONVENTION AND PREPARATION OF
THE CONFERENCE
The STCW Sub - Committee is a sub - committee of the IMO 
Marine Safety Committee and is typical of such sub - com­
mittees in that it consists of Government delegations , 
non - governmental delegations and an IMO - employed 
secretariat.
The Government delegations , each consisting of one or 
several persons,are participants of the discussions . The 
non - governmental delegations, each also consisting of 
one or several persons, are observers of the discussions 
. All of these delegations contribute to the discussions 
:the essential difference between the two types is that , 
in the comparatively rare event of voting becoming neces-' 
sary on a particular issue,
each participant delegation has one vote whereas no 
observer delegation has any vote . Even though the non— 
governmentals have no vote , their presence at discus­
sions is very effective -especially if their views are 
expressed by good speakers as they usually are .
On the STCW Sub-Committee , such non-governmental delega­
tions consist of those from the International Shipping 
Fedration , International Confederation of Free Trades 
Unions , International Labour Organization , etcetera .
Meetings of the STCW Sub-Committee were and are held at 
IMO Headquarters in London and are conducted under the 
authority of an elected Chairman . They are multi-lingual 
so translation facilities are provided .
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5.4.1 PREPARATION FOR THE CONFERENCE
The work of the STCW Sub-Committee began in 1972 . About 
two meeting were held each year on average and the task 
of completing a draft convention was completed in 1977 .
In general , the method of attack was to invite written 
proposals on each aspect of the draft convention from 
participants and from observers . These proposals were 
then discussed , modified and combined as necessary at a 
particular meeting then further written proposals invited 
for discussion at the following meeting , and so on ,re­
peating the cycle as often as required to reach final 
agreement on each aspect of the draft- convention . Each 
of these final agreements was passed on to the Marine 
Safety Committee (the parent body) in the form of a 
recommendation for approval or amendment before forming 
part of the draft convention .
Much of the Sub-Committee 's work was of a specialised 
nature and so specialised working groups were formed 
(e.g. deck , engineer and radio working groups) to give 
preliminary considration to their own specialities and 
then offer their recommendations for discussion in plena­
ry sessions of the Sub-Committee .
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5.4.2 THE CONFERENCE
The STCW Conferance , initiated by the IMO Assembly in 
October 1971 , was held in London over a period of about 
three weeks in June / July of 1978 . 73 governments were 
represented and IS other organizations , some national 
and some international sent observers . It was the lar­
gest conferance ever held by IMO and its successful conc­
lusion was largely due to a feat of organization that 
reflects great credit on the IMO Secretariat. ,
The work of the conferance was done mainly by four com­
mittees working under the direction and control of a 
Steering Committee , and supported by a Credentials Com­
mittee . It produced the International Convention on 
Standards of Training , .Certification and Watchkeeping 
for Seafarers ,1978 and also produced the associated Con­
ferance Resolutions .
It is worth adding that , although there were occasions 
when one delegation or another had very strong views on 
one aspect or another of the matters under considration , 
the whole atmosphere of the conferance was one of cordia­
lity and coopration. it is probably true to say that most 
,if not all , of those who attended the conferance found 
its attendance to be a very pleasent and rewarding 
exprience .
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5.4.3 IMO PUBLICATION 78.15
IMO Publication 78.15 E is the English language version 
of the "International Conferance on Training and Cer­
tification of saefarers , 1978" .
Inspection of its Table of Contaents will show that it 
contains a report entitled "Final Act of the Conferance " 
and two attachments to that repot . Attachnent 1 covers 
the Convention produced by the Conferance and Attachment 
2 covers the Resolutions of the Conferance .
The STCW Conventibn is , itself , divided into two parts 
; one containing the Articles of the Convention and one 
containing the Regulations of the Convention .
The Resolutions of Attechment 2 are separate entities - 
each one existing independently of the others .
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5.5 THE ARTICLES
The essentially legal provisions of the STCW Convention , 
as distinct from its essentially technical ones , are 
contained in its Articles . These Articles follow a pat- 
teren that is fairly well established for all IMO Conven­
tions in that Article I states the general obligations of 
parties to Convention , Article II gives some relevant 
definitions , Article III states the application of the 
Convention , and so on . There are , of course , some 
Articles which have special and sole relevance to the 
STCW Convention and therefore do not appear in any others 
.There are 17 Articles of the Convention and most of them 
are self-explanatory after careful reading - though some 
of them need very careful reading indeed in order to 
ascertain their exact meaning .
Attention is drawn , in particular ,to Articles
I,II,III,VII and XII since some explanations may be
necessary .
Article I establishes two things : that the Annex to the 
convention (which contains the regulations) is an inte­
gral part of the Convention , and that evry party to the 
Convention is obliged to make national laws giving full 
(not part) affect to the Convention . It should be noted 
that the Convention has no legal force in any country 
until the Government of that country has produced such 
national laws .
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Article II is largely self-explanatory when the remaining 
Articles have been read but it might be noted that defi- 
nition(g) leaves much to the discretion of Administra­
tions since the terms "shelterd waters" and "closely 
adjacent to " are not defined . In some countries , the 
equivalent terms are "Smooth Waters" and "Partially 
Smooth Waters" - and all such areas are defined geogra­
phically as areas bounded by lines joining specific geo­
graphical points .
Article III excludes application of the Convention from 
seafarers serving on fishing vessels and on wooden ships 
of primitive build (as well as from two other classes of 
vessels) and the two questions most frequently asked 
about this Article are : "Why are seafarers on fishing 
vessels excluded?" and "What is a wooden vessel of primi­
tive build ?"
Fishing vessels are excluded mainly because they do not 
usually call into foreign ports and so the certification 
requirements of their crews is largely a national matter 
rather than an international one . They are excluded from 
other conventions Ce.g. SOLAS 74) for much the same rea­
son .
A wooden ship of primitive build can not be precisely 
defined but may be.regarded as one that is a Chinese junk 
or arabian dhow or some such vessel - even though the 
build is of ancientr design rather than of unsophistica­
ted constraction .
Article VII refers to "certificates of service". Two 
types of such certificates exist in several countries . 
One type is that issued to personnel of a country's naval 
forces in order that they may legally serve in certifica­
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ted ranks on merchant ships . The other is the type (less 
well known!) that may be issued to merchant navy personnel 
when a country's legislation is changed with regard to 
seafarers' certification .
Article VII is written mainly with the second type of 
certificate in mind and it is an example of what is often 
<but unofficially) referrd to as a "Grandfather Clause" 
of a convention or of a country's legislation . Such a 
clause care of seafarers who , having given may years of 
good service , would otherwise find themselves legally 
debarred from continuing such service by the introduction 
of new legislation .
Article XI of the convention deals with technical co-ope­
ration and it requires parties to promote support for 
parties which request technical assistance in such mat­
ters as training .
Article XII is worthy of special comment not because it 
is not self-explanatory but because it incorporates a 
"tacit acceptance" procedure similar to that included in 
SOLAS 74 . Under this procedure , ammendments to the con­
vention can be adopted by the IMO Martime Safety Commit­
tee and then they automatically enter into force some two 
and a half years later unless they are rejected by one-^— 
third of the parties or by parties whose combined fleets 
represent 50 X of world tonnage .Earlier prcedures requi­
red formal acceptance of amendments adopted by MSC by 
two-third of contracting parties - and this usually took 
several years to obtain - if it was obtained at all .
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5.6 THE REGULATIONS
The STCW Convention contains , in its annex , 25 regula­
tions which are grouped into six chapters : each chapter 
heading indicating the application of the regulations it 
contains . For example , the regulations of Chapter IV 
apply to the radio departments of ships .
5.6.1 CHAPTER I OF STCW; GENERAL PROVISION
Every party to the STCW Convention must produce national 
legislation which covers the full requirements of the 
Convention and , having done so , must provide or make 
use of adequate training facilities to implement such 
legislation .The appropriate legislation can not be 
produced simply by reproducing the Convention as an annex 
to , or an insert in , some legal document because many 
parts of the Convention 's regulations are too vague and 
general for such treatment and so a much more detailed 
interpretation of them is required .It is therefore 
necessary for national administrators - general as well 
as technical - to have a good understanding of the 
Convention's requirements , to appreciate where and to 
what extent discretion may be exercised , and to realise 
where national legislation must be more specific than the 
Convention itself .
Whilst many of the Convention's regulations can only be 
fully appreciated by those with appropriate technical 
education and relevant sae-going exprinece , all of them 
can be sufficiently appreciated (with the benefit of 
expert technical advice where required) by those who may 
be responsible for national legislation without having 
this technical background .The four regulations in Chap­
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ter I of the Convention , in particular , are those which 
can , and should be , as well understood by qeneral mari­
time administrators as by technical ones .
5.6.2 REGULATION l/I - DEFINATIONS
This regulation consists solely of definitions and most 
of them are self-explanatory but two of them are worthy 
of special comment . These are definition Cn> which defi­
nes "Near Coastal Voyages" and definition (o) which defi- 
nies "Propulsion Power" .
"Near Coastal Voyages" are simply defined as "Voyages in 
the vicinity of a party as defined by that party" , and 
that definition leaves a lot to the discretion of each 
Administration concerned . Consideration of the implica­
tions of the definition will be deferred until when regu­
lation 1/3 is elaborated in .next pages . Meanwhile it 
should be noted that the purpose of an Administration in 
defining "Near Coastal Voyages" in its own legislation is 
to take advantage of the STCW Convention concessions from 
its full officer certification requirements with respect 
to some ships engaged solely on such voyages (regulations 
II/2 , II/3 , II/4 , 111/3 , and III/4).
"Propulsion Power" is defined , with the aid of a footno­
te , as "the power in kilowatts which appears on the 
ship's Certificate of Registry or other official 
document",and the particular intention of the definition 
is that this stated power shall be the power for the pur- 
posesof engineer officer certification requirements - 
whatevre the "true " power of the propulsion machinery 
may be or may be argued to be . The reason for this 
rather curious definition is highly technical and rather
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complex but , in essence ,it is because there can be much 
argument on what is the "true” power of an engine whereas 
there can be no argument as to what number of kilowatts 
is written on a ship's Certificate of Registry (or other 
official document) as the propulsion power and it is the 
responsibility of each Administration concerned to be 
satisfied with that number by reference to the footnote 
of the definition , to its reasonable interpretation of 
that footnote , and to the test data relevant to the eng­
ines concerned .
5.6.3 REGULATION 1/2 - CERTIFICATES and ENDORSEMENTS
Article X , paragraph (1) of the STCW Convention reads as 
follows
"Ships , except those excluded by Article III, 
are subject , while in the ports of a party , to 
control by officers duly authorized by that par­
ty to verify that all seafarers serving on board 
who are required to be certificated by the Con­
vention are so certificated or hold an appro­
priate dispensation . Such certificates shall be 
accepted unless there are clear grounds for 
believing that, a certificate has been fraudu­
lently obtained or that the holder of a certifi­
cate is not the person to whom that certificate 
was priginally issued ."
The certificates issued to seafarers by the many dif- 
fernt Administrations vary greatly in appearance as well 
as in language and so it is often difficult or impossible 
for a control officer even to recognise a seafarer'.s cer­
tificate as being the certificate in question if it has
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been issued by an Administration other than his own .
Even if it is so recognised it will not be possible for a 
control officer to fulfil his duties unless he is fami­
liar with the language in which the certificate is writ­
ten and is also aware of how the various grades and types 
of certificates , issued by the state in which the ship 
is registered , relate to STCW requirements.
Regulation 1/2 is intended to remove these difficulties . 
Paragraph 1 should remove the problem of language and 
paragraph 3 should remove the remaining by specifying the 
form of endorsment required by Article VI of the Conven­
tion. With reference to paragraph 2 of Regulation 1/2 , 
it should be noted that radio certificates are usually 
issued by telecommunications Administrations (not Mariti­
me Administration)^ but that the STCW Convention has , in 
its Chapter IV of the Annex , some requirements additio­
nal to those of the Telecommunications Administrations . 
These additional requirements must be covered by certifi­
cation in one of the two forms given .
5.6.A REGULATION 1/3 - PRINCIPLES^ GOVERNING NEAR
COASTAL VOYAGES
There are four paragraphs in this regulation and it might 
be said that each one of them defines one or more prin­
ciples to be observed by any Administration which defines 
"near coastal voyages" under the terms of the Convention 
. All of these principles can be fully understood on 
careful reading and sufficient thought but the following 
guidance might be considered to be of some advantage.
In order to define "near - coastal voyages" an Adminis­
tration must define a sea area in some way - either by
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defining it, as that area which has all points within some 
specified distance from a coast , or as that area bounded 
by lines (rhumb lines or arcs of great circles) joining 
points defined by latitude and longitude , or by some 
combination of both , or by some other way . In doing so 
, the only restriction placed upon the Administration by 
definition <n) of Regulation I/l is that the area must be 
in the vicinity of the state defining it . That is to say 
it must be the area surrounding the state of the Admi­
nistration concerned , or, if not surrounding it, be 
adjacent to it .
Having defined "near coastal voyages" for the purpose of 
the Convention , an Administration will then specify sea­
farer certification requirements taking advantage of the 
Convention 's concessions with respect to such voyages . 
If it did not take advantage of the concessions there 
would be no purpose in defining "near coastal voyages" 
under the terms of the Convention .
Pragraph 1 of Regulation 1/3 defines two principles .
The first of these , defined in the first sentence of the 
paragraph , is that if an Administration defines an area 
of near coastal voyages (in its vicinity) and specifies 
seafarer certification requirements for its own fhips 
oprating solely in.that area , then it cannot insist on 
higher seafarer certification requirements for foreign 
ships whilst they are oprating solely in the same area .
In other words - what ever STCW concessions an Adminis- 
trtion allows on its own ships on voyages within its 
own "near coastal" area , it must also allow on foreign 
ships on voyages within the same area .
SO
The second principle defined in paragraph 1 of Regulation 
1/3 is defined in its second sentence which states , in 
effect , that no matter how high an Administration's sea­
farer certification requirements may be for its own ships 
(coastal or otherwise) , it cannot require any foreign 
ship to have seafarer certification requirements in 
excess of the full Convention requirements. This particu­
lar principle is a little out of'place in the. Convention 
since its application is not confined to coastal voyages 
of any description . It is , however , a principle that 
needed to .be stated somewhere in the Convention and 
paragraph 1 of Regulation 1/3 is where it rests.
Paragraph 2 of Regulation 1/3 also defines two princip­
les. The first , defined in the first sentence of para­
graph 2 , is that if a party A to .the Convention has 
ships which are regularly engaged on near coastal voyages 
off the coast of party B to the Convention , then the 
seafarers certification requirements of party A for those 
ships must be at least equal either to the requirements 
of party B for its own ships on the same voyages , or to 
full Convention requirements - whichever is the less ..
The second principle defined in paragraph 2 of regulation 
1/3 is defined in its second sentence which states , that 
any ship which extends its voyage beyond what is defined 
as a "near coastal voyage" by any party to the Convention 
(i.e. its own Administration or any other) must meet the 
full Convention requirements . In other words - no "near 
coastal voyage" concession of the STCW Convention can be 
extended to ships which operate outside (as well as insi­
de) the various "near coastal voyage" areas defined by 
the various parties to the Convention . Rather obviously 
so , one would have thought , but there is no harm in
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explicitly stating the principle . This particular prin­
ciple is another which is rather out of place in the 
Convention .
Pragraph 3 of Regulation 1/3 defines only one principle . 
From this definition it is seen that state A , which is a 
party to the Convention, may define a "near coastal voya­
ge” area bordering the coast of state B if state B is not 
a party to the Convention .Having so defined such an area 
, state A may then give its ships the benefits of the 
Convention's relevant concessions whilst those ships are 
regularly engaged on voyages within the defined area , 
just as if that area were bordering the coast of state A 
instead of bordering the coast of state B .
The text of paragraph 3 raises no problem of - interpreta­
tion if state B is near to (in the vicinity of) state A 
since the "near coastal voyage" area defined by state A 
will also be in the vicinity of state A - and therefore 
in accordance with definition Cn) in Regulation 1/1 .
But the question arises as to wether or not state A can 
define a "near coastal voyage" area bordering the coast 
of state B if state B is far away (e.g. on the other side 
of the world) from state A. Definition Cn) of regulation 
I/l seems to rule out this possibility since it specifies 
that "near coastal voyages" means voyages in the vicinity 
of a party as defined by that party .howevre , the 
wording of paragraph 3 in Regulation 1/3 raises reasonab­
le doubt as to whether the "vicinity" restriction applies 
to the principle defined ; and at laest one Administra­
tion has , on legal advice , decided that it does not .
Pragraph 4 of Regulation 1/3 appears to negate everything 
contained in paragraph 1, 2 and 3. Other Conventions
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contain paragraphs which are idendical with or similar to 
paragraph 4 of STCW Regulatoin 1/3 .
On re-reading the whole of Regulation 1/3 in light of the 
information contained in these notes, we can see that the 
principles governing near coastal voyages are fairly well 
defined and should provide little or no cause for dispute 
.It might be noted that the regulation does not preclude 
the possibility of a party state A defining a near cosa- 
tal voyage area which , in addition to bordering all or 
some of its own coastline ,also borders the coastline of 
party state B - as can happen if state A ajoins state B 
or is separated from it by a short strech of sea .
In this situation,the interests of state B are protected 
by the first sentence of paragraph 2 and so state B can , 
unilaterally , impose its own requirements (to the limit 
of full convention requirements) on the ships of state A 
which call at its ports .It is , however, undoubtedly 
better if the two states concerned - and any others that 
may be concerned - can reach agreements on the requi­
rements for such near coastal voyages .
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5.6.5 REGULATION I/A CONTROL PROCEDURES
The control procedures referred to are those to be follo­
wed by a duly authorised control officer in exercising 
control under the terms.of Article X of the Convention . 
Regulation I/A is selfexplanatory when read in conjuction 
with Article X of the Convention . Both the regulation 
and the article should be carefully read and fully 
understood by any administrator - technical or nontechni­
cal - who is likely to be involved with control procedu­
res and particularly with the possibility of detention. 
With regard to this latter poite, paragraph 3 of Regula­
tion I/A is of supreme importance since it gives the 
grounds , and the only grounds, for detention of a ship 
under Article X of the Covention .
5.7 CHAPTER II: MASTER-DECK DEPARTMENT
The Chapter establishies the basic princiles to be 
obsreved in keeping a navigational watch , covering such 
matters as watch arrangements, fitness for duty, naviga­
tion, navgational equipment, navigational duties and 
responsibilities, the duties of the look-out , navigation 
with a pilot on boards (... his presence on board does 
not relieve the master or officer in charge of the watch 
from their duties ...), and protection of the marine 
enviroment.
Regulation I1/2 establishes mandatory minimum require­
ments for certificating masters and chief mates of ships 
of 200 gross tons to 1,600 gross tons and for ships of 
1,600 gross tons and more .For that matter, candidates 
must meet the requirements for certification as an offi­
cer in charge of a navigational watch on ships of 200 gt 
or more and have approved sea-going service in that
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capacity .
Candidates must also have passed an appropriate examina­
tion covering not only navigational aspects and ship— 
handling but ‘ also ship stability , construction and 
damage control; power plants ; cargo handling and stowage 
; fire prevention;medical care; maritime law (including 
SOLAS and IMO Conventions); personnel management and 
training ; communication; life - saving ; search and 
rescue ; and methods for demonstrating proficiency .
The examination may be varied for officers and masters of 
ships engaged on near-coastal voyages.
Regulation II/3 sets out mandatory minimum require­
ments for certification of officers in charge of a navi­
gational watch and masters of ships of*less than 200 
gross tons.
For ships of less than 200 gross tons which are not enga­
ged on near-coastal voyages, appropriate certificates for 
ships of 200 gross tons - 1,600 gross tons must be held 
(in the case of masters) and above 200 qt in the case of 
of ficers.
For ships of less than 200 gross tons engaged on - near— 
coastal voyages, masters must hold an appropriate certi­
ficate; be not less than 20 years of age ; have approved 
seagoing service of not less than 12 months as officer in 
charge of a navigational watch ; and satisfy the 
Administration that they possess adequate knowledge , 
including knowledge of the subjects listed in an appendix 
to the Regulation . Officers must have an appropriate 
certificate ; be
not less than IS years old ; be medically fit ;have 
undergone special training ; have completed three years'
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service in the deck department ; and possess adequate 
knowledge , including knowledge of the subjects listed in 
the appendix.
The mandatory minimum requirements for certification of 
officers in charge of a navigational watch on ships of 
200 gt or more are contained in regulation II/4 . The age 
limit is 18 and the three years' sea-going service must 
include "at least six months of bridge watchkeeping 
duties under the supervision of a qualified officer".
Candidates must also pass an examination based upon 
the subjects listed in an appendix which includes many of 
the subjects appended to Regulation II/2 .
Among the additional requirements is one for an "adequate 
knowledge of the English " including ability to use the 
IMO Standard Marine Navigational Vocabulary .
In an era when technology and other factors are changing 
rapidly,it is necessary that masters and officers keep up 
to date. This aspect is.covered in Regulation 11/5. 
Officers and masters shall be required at regular inter­
vals and not exceeding five years to satisfy their Admi­
nistration as to their fitness and professional competen­
ce. To ensure that this can be done , Administrations are 
required to formulate a structure of refresher courses, 
especially for re-entrance to sea-going service.
They must also ensure that all ships under their juris­
diction are provided with texts of changes in interna­
tional regulations concerning safety atsea and marine 
environment protection.
Requirements for deck ratings forming part of a navi­
gational watch ,formthe subject matter of Regulation 
II/6. Ratings who comply with this regulation must be not 
less than 16 years old .They should have completed at
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least six months' sea-going service or undergone special 
training in a prescribed number of subjects.
Service of at least one year during the five years prior
to the entry into force of the convention for their Admi­
nistration may be regarded as equivalent.
The last two regulations in this chapter deal with 
basic principles to be observed in keeping watch in port 
and mandatory minimum requirements for a watch in port on 
ships carrying hazardous cargo.In both cases , note or 
account must be taken of the provisions of two recommen­
dations adopted by the 1978 conference .
These are the,Recommendation on principles and operatio­
nal guidence for deck officers in charge of a watch in 
port and Recommendations on principles and operational 
guidance for engineer officers in charge of an enginee­
ring watch in port .
The convention requirements and associated recommen­
dations concerning navigational watchkeeping are essen­
tially the same as those contained in Assembly Resolution 
A.285<VIII), adopted in 1973 .The provisions concerning 
watchkeeping in port are based on Assembly Resolution 
A.337(IX), adopted in 1975.
Deck officer training and certification structure as 
required by IMO STCW 1987 Convention is shown at diagram
5.7.1
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5.7 CHAPTER III: ENGINE DEPARTMENT
This follows a similar format to chapter II and 
begins with a regulation which outlines basic principles 
to be observed in keeping an engineering watch.
While requirements for deck officers vary according 
to the tonnage of the ship, for engineer officers the 
determining factor is the propulsion power of engine.
Regulation III/2 for example deals with mandatory minimum 
requiremnets for certification of chief engineer officers 
and second engineer officers of ships powerd by main pro­
pulsion machinery of 3,000 kw propulsion power or more 
Candidates for certification as second engineers must 
have not less than 12 months sea-going experince as engi­
neer officers or assistants .
Candidates as chief engineers must have at least 36 
months sea-going experince, including at least 12 months 
as an engineer officer in a position of responsibility 
while qualified to serve as second engineer officer .
They must have attended an approved fire-fighting course 
and have passed an examination covering subjects listed 
in the appendix.
Regulation III/3 contains similar requirements for ships 
with main propulsion machinery between 750kw and 3,000kw 
. The main difference between this and the previous regu­
lation is that the requirements for previous service for 
candidates as chief engineers is reduced from 36 months 
to 24 .
Officers qualified to serve as second engineers on ships 
of 3,000 kw or more may serve as chief enguneers of ships 
of lesser power , provided that not less than 12 months 
approved sea - going service have been served as an engi-
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neer officer in a position of responsibility .
Regulation 111/4 contain mandatory minimum require­
ments for certification of engineer officers in charge of 
a watch in a traditionally manned engine room or designa­
ted duty officers in a periodically unmanned engine room. 
The minimum age requirement is 18 and candidates must 
also have not less than three years approved training or 
education and have completed an adeqiate period of sea­
going service . Candidates must have knowledge of the 
operation and maintenance of marine machinery, together 
with a knowledge of watchkeeping routines; main and auxi­
liary machinery; pumping systems ; genrating plant safety
and emergency procedures; anti-pollution procedures ;and 
first aid .The next regulation includes requirements to 
ensure the.continuedproficiency and updating of knowledge 
for engineer officers . •
The final regulation in the chapter <lll/6> contain 
mandatory minimum requirements for rating part of an eng­
ine room watch.The minimum age permitted is 16 .
Although the regulations in this chapter are not basedon 
earlier resolutions of the IMO Assembly (unlike those in 
Chpter II!> they reflect standard good practice and are 
therefore not exoected to cause any difficulties with 
regard to implementation.
The structure for the Training and Certification of Mari­
ne Engineering officer required by IMO STCW 1987 Conven­
tion is shown in diagram 5.8.1 and 5.8.2
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MARINE ENGINEER OFFICER TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION IN TERMS OF THE
mo STCli/ 1978 CON-VENTION
CHIEF ENGINEER OFFICER CERTIFICATE
ENGINE POWER 3000 KW OR MORE
EXAMINATION BY ADMINISTRATION REG.III/2 AND ITS APPENDIX
12 MONTHS APPROVED SEA SERVICE
n --------------------------------
o
c
REG.LIl/3 (5)
CHIEF ENGINEER OFFICER CERTIFICATE ENGINE POWER 750-3000 KW
:XAMINATION BY AOMINISTRATION REG,IIl/3 AND ITS APPENDIX
12 MONTHS APPROVED SEA SErVICE
i. ---------------------------------
!
SECOND ENGINEER OFJCER CERTIFICATE 
EMGIWE POWER 3000 KW OR MORE
EXAMINATION BY ADMINISTRATION REG.III/2 AND ITS APPENDIX
SECOND ENGINEER OFFICER CERTIFICATE 
ENGINE POWER 750-3000 KW
EXAMINATION BY .ADMINISTRATION REG.III/3AN0 its'APPENDIX
O 12 MONTHS APPROVED SEA SERVICEi ----------------
CERTIFICATION BY ADMINISTRATION AS ENGINEER OFFICER-IN-CHARGE OF THE 
WATCH AS PROVIDED BY REG.III/4 -BPPLICABLE_Tg_ALL_VESSELS_WITH^ENGINE_P0WER_75g_KW_gR MORE
__MANDAigRY_C0URSES_:^FIRE_^FIGHTIND2FIRs£AID]”pERSgNAL”sURVlVALr
ori ^ APPROVED M'ARINE ENGINEERING EDUCATION ATID TRAINING
duties and RESPONSIBILITIES OF A MARINE ENGINEER OFFICER AN adequate PERIOD OF SEA TRAINING BASED ON AND MAKING USE OF REGs.III/IAND III/4, WITH RESOLUTIONS 2 AND 4 WITH THEIR ANNEXES TO
ST A ND A RDS_gF TRAINING,
RECRUITMENT: ADEQUATE BASIC EDUCATION; MEDICAL EXAM. - HEARING, EYESIGHT,
ENTRY
5.9 CARTER IV!RADIO DEPARTMENT
5.9.1 Radio Watchkeeping and maintenance
An explanatory note points out that mandatory provisions 
relating to radio watchkeeping are set forth in Radio 
Regulations and safety radio watchkeeping and maintenance 
provisions are included in the Radio Regulations and in 
SOLAS .
RegulationIV/1 (mandatory minimum requirements for certi­
fication of radio officers) states that radio officers 
must hold a certificate issued under the provisions of 
the Radio Regulation and have adequate qualifying service 
.Radio officers must also be over IS and have passed an 
examination which shall take into account subjects listed 
in the appendix , particularly concerned with safety and 
emergencies .
The next regulation contains provisions which are desig­
ned to ensure the continued proficiency and updating of 
radio officers and the finalregulation establishes requi­
rements for certification of radiotelphone operators .
5.10 CHAPTER V:SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TANKERS
The importance of tankers in world shipping today is 
recognized by the inclusion of this chapter .
The intention of the chapter is to ensure that officers 
and ratings who are to have specific duties related to 
the cargo and cargo equipment of tankers shall have comp­
leted an appororiate shore-based fire-fighting course; 
and have completed either an appropriate period of ship­
board service or an approved familiarization course . 
Requirements are more stringent for masters and senior
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officers . Attention is paid not only to safety aspects 
but also to pollution prevention .
The chpter contains three regulations dealing with oil 
tankers , chemical tankers and liquefied gas tankers 
,respectively . ,
5.1-1 CHAPTER VI : PROFICIENCY IN SURVIVAL CRAFT
This chapter est.ablishes requirements governing the 
issuing of certificates of proficiency in survival craft. 
This include approved sea-going service of not less than 
12 months , or nine months if the candidate has attended 
ai-5 approved tarining course . There is provision for 
testing "by examination or continous assessment during an 
approved training course". The appendix lists the minimum 
knowledge required for the issue of certificates of pro­
ficiency .
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5.12 RESOLUTIONS
In some regulations of the convention the language is 
fairly general ,with much detail being incorporated in 
resolutions adopted by. the conference.
A resolution is not , of course , a mandatory ins­
trument. It can be used by a government in any* way it 
sees fit , in whole or in part - or not at all .
For this reason , therefore , resolutions are not as 
important as conventions, whose observance is mandatory 
on all contracting parties . Nevertheless , the resolu­
tions adopted by STCW Cnoference are mostly closely lin­
ked to the convention and are designed to back up the 
convention 
itself.
- Resolution 1 ,for example,is related to Regulation 11/1 
(basic principles to be observed in keeping a 
navigational watch).An annex contains a recommendation 
on operational guiddance for officers in charge of a 
navigational watch.
- Resolution 2 -Operational guidance for engineer offi­
cers in charge of an engineering watch . Relates to 
Regulation III/l. Annex deals with engineering watch 
underway and at an unsheltered anchorage .
- Resolution 3 - Principles and oprational guidance for 
deck officers in charge of a watch in port . Relates to 
regulation 11/1. Detailed recommendations-are contained 
in an annex .
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Resolution 4 - Principles and oprational guidance for 
engineer officers in charge of an angineering watch in 
port . Relatesd to Regulation III/l, with 
recommendations in an annex .
Resolution 5 - Basic guidlines and oprational guidance 
relating to safety radio watchkeeping and maintenance 
for radio officers . The comrehensive annex is divided 
into basic guidelines and safety radio watchkeeping and 
maintenance. ;
Resolution 6 - Basic guidelines and oprational guidance 
relating to safety radio wachkeeping for radio telephon 
operators . Follows the same format fis Resolution 5.
Resolution 7 - Radio oprators. Four recommendations are 
annexed to this resolution dealing with <!il minimum 
requirements for certification of radio officers ; <.ii)
minimum requirements to ensure the contained 
proficiency and updating of knowledge for . radio 
operators ; Ciii) basic guidelines and oprational 
guidance relating to safety radio watchkeeping and 
maintenance for radio operators; and Civ) training for 
radio operators .
Resolution 8 - Additional training for ratings forming 
part of a navigational watch . Relates to Regulation 
II/6 and recommends that such ratings be trained in use 
and opration of appropriate bridge equipment and basic 
requirements for the prevention of pollution.
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Resolution 9 - Minimum requirements for,a rating nomi­
nated as the assistan to the engineer officer in charge 
of , the watch . Recognizes that suitable training 
arrangements are not widely available . Detailed 
requirements contained in an annex.
Resolution 10 - Training and qualifications of officers 
and ratings of oil tankers . Refers to Resolution 8 
adopted by International Conference • on Tanker Safety 
and Pollution Perevention ,1978, which deals with the 
improvmentof standards of crews on tankers . 
Recommendation in annex.
Resolution 11 - Training and qualifications of officers 
and ratings of chemical tankers. Refers to Resolution 
A.286CVI1I) adopted by the IMO Assembly , which deals 
with training . Recommendations in annex.
Resolution 12 - Training and qualification of masters, 
officers and ratings of liquefied gas tankers. 
Recognizes that ‘‘suitable arrangements for mandatory 
training ...are not widely available" .Detailed 
recommendations in annex.
Resolution 13 - Training and qualifications of offi­
cers and ratings of ships carrying dangerous and 
hazdardous cargo other than in bulk .Recognizes that 
there is an urgent need for establishing such training 
requirements and invites IMO to study this problem as a 
matter of urgency .
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Resolution 14 - Training for radio officers. Recognises 
that despite adoption of Regulation IV/1 additional 
training requirements are still needed. Detailed 
recommendations in annex .
Resolution 15 - Training for radiotelephone operators . 
Similar to Resolution 15, but refers to Regulation IV/3
Resolution 16 - Technical assistance for the training 
and qualification of masters and other responsible 
personnel of oil, chemical and liquefied gas tankers. 
Refers to requirements in several convention 
regulations and recognizes that training facilities may 
be limited in some countries .Urges governments which 
can provide assistance to do so .
Resolution 17 - Additional training for masters and 
chief mates of large ships and of ships with unusual 
manoeuvering characteristics. Is designed to assist 
those moving to ships of this type from smaller 
vessels, where characteristics are very diffrent .
Resolution IS - Radar simulator training .Recommends 
that such training be given to all masters and deck 
officers .
Resolution 19 - Training of seafarers in personal sur- 
vival techniques .A recommendation is annexed .
Resolution 20 - Training in the use of collision avoi­
dance aids. Refers to Resolution 13 adopted by the TSPP 
Conference requesting IMO to develop requirements for 
such equipment. Invites IMO to prepare appropriate
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training requirements or recommendations . (In 1979 the 
IMO Assembly adopted Resolution A.422(XI!> , containing
performance standards for automatic radar plotting aids 
and in 1981 adopted Resolution A.482(XII) , dealing 
with training in their use .)
- Resolution 21 -International Certificate of Competency. 
Invites IMO to develop a standard form and titel for 
this certificate.
- Resolution 22 - Human relationships . Emphasises the 
importance to safety of good human relationships 
between saefarers on board.
- Resolution 23 - Promotion of technical co-operation . 
Records appreciation of IMO's work in assisting develo­
ping countries to establish maritime training 
facilities in conformity with global standards of 
training ,and invites the organisation to intensify its 
efforts with a view to promoting universal acceptance 
and implementation of the STCW Convention.
The Deck and Engineer officers training and certifi­
cation in terms of IMO ,STCW Convention 1978 as minimum 
required my best be illustrated by the charts at pages...
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6.0 RECOMMENDATION FOR DEVELOPING THE MARITIME TRAINING
INFRASTRUCTURE IN IRAN
6.1 Introduction
At the time of the adop'tion of the STCW Convention 
in 1978 a majority of the established maritime countries 
already possesed a well established maritime infrastruc­
ture which include excellent maritime education and trai­
ning facilities,examination and certification system 
etc..The impact on them was very little and only minor 
adjustment were required to meet the convention require­
ments .
But in developing countries such as Iran which has not 
yet ratified convention,there is a continous need for 
preperation and adjustment of regulatory and developmen­
tal functions for responsible organization to deal with 
updating the skills of Iran merchant marine officers and 
personnel in view of rapid technological developments.
So,the prime objective of this chapter is to urge both 
maritime administration and the maritime training acade­
mies and other related and responsible agencies such as 
Ministry of higher education, Islamic Republic of Iran 
Shipping Line,National Iranian Oil Company and Port and 
Shipping Organization to be aware of the impact of this 
convention and its implemetation and for both ,to prepare 
their organizations to meet the convention requirements 
and,to understand and realize their lead role to promote 
the Iran maritime training and also maritime manpower 
planning and improtance of becoming a party to the STCW 
87 Convention as well as its advantages and disadvanta­
ges.
In this chapter I shall permit to recommand feasible 
and suitable infrastructure to build up for carry out a 
programme towards the typical maritifne training insti-
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tuition and roles of Government or maritime administration 
to meet the STCW Convention and proposal of related - mat­
ters.
6.2 THE ROLE OF THE MARITIME ADMINSTRATION IN MARITIME 
TRAINING
In pursuing the Maritime Administration activities in the 
development of the maritime field,the appropriate Govern­
ment Authorities would ,therefore ,need to have an effi­
cient administrative mashinery to advise them on the 
adoption and implementation of the National Legislation 
and other Regulations required for developing and opera­
ting the maritime programme under international Conven­
tion which may be applicable .
This mashinery can best be provided through a well orga­
nised Maritime Administration .Such an Administration 
will also responsible ,under the general direction of the 
Minstry responsible for transport for providing and orga­
nizing the appropriate facilities for the training ,exa­
mination and certification of ship's Master officers,eng­
ineers and other maritime personnel.
The most abundant resources available in my country is 
human resources .The lead role and primary responsibility 
in harnessing such human resources and utilising' them 
appropriately- to maximum national advantage in the mari- 
timeCshipping) field,including benefits to the national 
seafarers themselves and the national shipping industry, 
need to be assumed by the Government (Maritime Adminis­
tration) .
The main reasons for same are as follows;
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(i) The political,social and economic philosophies of the 
Government as regards labour matters in general are 
also bound to affect maritime labour Cseaf arers!) in 
spit of the latter's special characteristics.
Cii> In the interest of the country's maritime develop­
ment it is the Government(Maritime Administration) 
which has to:
(a) Make the assessment as regard the man power 
needs in the maritime sector.
<b) Plan for and ensure the availability of such 
manpower,both in quantity and quality,and 
<c) Promote the optimum utilisation of such manpower 
to national advantage.
(iii) It is the Government which has to ensure that the 
national merchant shipping law ,applicable to the 
national marine personnel(seafarers),is such as to 
suit their extra-ordinary working/1iving environ­
ment. (In this case Port and Shipping Organisation 
on-behalf of the ministry of road and transport is 
acting as responsible organisation.)
(iv) Since shipping is an international industry,the 
maritime labour from a developing country may be 
subject to international perssures in various 
forms,and the Government of the country is better 
equipped than the shipping companies and the natio­
nal seafarers themselves to deal with such pressures 
in the context of national interest.
(v) The Government is in the best position to :
(a) monitor international developments affecting its
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existing / future marine personnel.
Cb) Seek and avail itself the opportunity to inf­
luence in its favour, to the maximum extent pos­
sible, such developments,through international 
fora and support from other Governments and 
Bodies with common interests.
<c) Evaluate such developments where they emerge 
finally,and
Cd) Adopt policies compatible with national interest
Cvil The Government has international obligations as 
regards International Maritime Conventions which it 
has to meet,including international standards for 
the competency / proficiency of its seafarers.
In view of the aforesaid,the primary purpose of the fol­
lowing parts is to describe the roles,responsibi1ities 
and founctions of the Government(maritime Administration) 
with regard to marine personnel(seafarers).
These cover essentially the following:
1- "Maritime training
2- Examinations and certification of seafarers
3- Manning of ships
4- Crew matters(i.e,matters affecting marine personnel)
6.3 MARITIME TRAINING PREPARATION
Maritime Training,Examinations and Certification of sea­
farers and manning of ships are.three vital and insepa­
rable links in a chain which determine the standards of 
safety and efficiency of the operation of ships. Since 
infact the weakest link in .the chain mentioned shall 
determine the above standards,al1 the three links are of
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.equal importance to the maritime administration of Iran.
The roles and functions of the Maritime Administra- 
, tion as regards matters relating to the examinations / 
certification of seafarers and the manning of ships are 
being dealt with further on.It is now proposed to deal 
with its role and functions regarding maritime training.
In this area as stated before,it apears inevitable 
that the Government take the lead role,bearing in mind 
that proper maritime training is the very fundamental 
requirement and the first element which ensure the safe 
and efficient operation of ships.
In this respect,the Maritime Administration shall no 
doubt have to act in concert with the shipping industry, 
companies,the national seafarers,relevant organizations 
and institution,and appropriate maritime education insti­
tutions. Whether such concerted action is taken through 
suitable consultative procedures or through the estab­
lishment of a merchant navy training board in which all 
intrested parties are represented and which can serve as 
a collactive advisory body,is a very important matter for 
Govenment of Iran to examine and decide.
The type of maritime training facilities / courses 
needed for seafarers can be summarised as follows:
6.3.1 RATINGS
6.3.1.1 Deck Department
Cal. Pre-sea training for the new entrant,which 
needs to include "personnel survival techni­
ques".
(bl. Subsequent refresher training,for ratings with 
appropriate sea-service,so as to meet the man­
datory minimum requirements for a rating,
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forming part of a navigational watch,as speci­
fied in the STCW Convention.lt is most desirab­
le that such training leads to the- "Efficient 
Deck Hand Certificate" or its equivalent,and 
the"Proficiency in Survival Craft Certificate".
Cc>. Fire-fighting Training. -
<d). Training in basic First Aid.
6.3.1.2 Engine-Room Department
Ca). Pre-sea training for the new entrant,which 
needs to include "Personal Suvival Techniques".
Cb). Subsequent refresher training,for ratings with 
appropriate sea-service,so as to meet the man­
datory minimum requirements for a rating,for­
ming part of anengine-room watch,as specified 
in the STCW convention.lt is most desirable 
that such training leads to a suitable certifi­
cate .
Cc). Fire-fighting training .
Cd). Training in basic First Aid.
6.3.1.3 Catering Department
(a)'. Pre-sea training for the new entrant,which
. needs to include "Personal Survival Techniques"
<b.l. Either as part of the ore-sea training or sub­
sequent to appropriate sea-service,the trainees 
who are to become cooks on ships,need to be so 
trained as to be eligible for "Certificate as
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ship's cook"
6.3.1.4 Ratings related regulations and resolutions
The international convention on the standards of training 
certification and watch keeping of seafarers 1978,embo­
dies a number of Regulations and Resolutions which affect 
the training of ratings. These are as followss
6.3.1.4.1 REGULATIONS
i. Regulation II/6: Minimum requirenments for ratings 
forming part of a navigational watch.
ii. regulation 111/6: Minimum requirements for
ratings forming part of an Engine Room watch.
iii. Regulation V/2: Minimum requirements for the 
training and qualifications of ratings of chemi­
cal tankers.
iv. Regulation V/3; Minimum requirements for the 
training and qualification of ratings of liqui­
fied gas tankers.
Cv).Regulation VI:Minimum requirements for the 
issue of a certificate of proficiency in survival 
craft for all seafarers.
6.3.1.4.2 RESOLUTIONS
i. Resolution VIII;Aditional training for rating for­
ming part of a navigational watch.
ii. Resolution X: Training and qualification of
ratings of oi1-Tankers.
iii. Resolution XI ;Training and qualification of 
ratings of chemical tankers.
iv. Resolution XllI : Training and qualifications of
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rating of ships carrying dangerous and hazardous 
cargo other than in bulk.
V.Resolution XII : Training and qualifications of 
ratings/1iquified gas tankers.
vi.Resolution XIX ; Training of seafarers in perso­
nal survival.
6.3.2 OFFICERS
6.3.2.1 DECK DEPARTMENT
<al Pre-sea training for the new entrant as deck 
<Nautical-■) cadet / Apprentice.
(b) Training on board ships at sea,as dpck (nauti­
cal) cadet / Apprentice.
<c) Post-sea training leading to the first certifi­
cate of competency as a watch-keeping officer.
(d) Subsequent post-sea training leading to all
higher certificates of competency,including as 
"Master".
6.3.2.2 ENGINE-DEPARTMENT
(a) pre-sea training for the new entrant as engi­
neers cadet / Apprentice.
(b) Training on board ship at sea,as junior engi­
neer.
<c) Post-sea training leading to the first certifi­
cate of competency as a watch-keeping Engineer.
<d) Subsequent post-sea training leading to all
higher certificates of competency,including as 
"Chief Engineer".
6.3.2.3 RADIO DEPARTMENT
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In addition,there is the need for the traininq of radio 
officers and radio telephone operators.
However,matters pertaining to the training of such 
personnel are:
(a) primerly governed by the requirements of the 
radio Regulations of the International Telecom­
munications Union,and
t.b> dealt with by the Ministry responsible for all 
forms of telecommunications .Therefore the Mari­
time Safety Administrtion need not involve 
itself directly in such training but needs to 
liaise with the Ministry referred to above so as 
to ensure the availability of such personnel for 
ships and that they also meet the additional 
requirements prescribed under chapter IV of the 
STCW Convention.
6.3.2.A Officer related regulations and resolutions
6.3.2.4.1 Regulations
i. Regulation II/2 : Minimum requirements for masters 
and chief mates of ships *of 200 grt and for ships 
of 1,600 grt and more.
ii. Regulation II/3 : Minimum requirements for cer­
tification of officers in charge of anavigatio- 
nal watch and masters of ships of less than 200 
grt.
iii. Regulation III/2 : Minimum requirements for cer­
tification of chief engineer officers.
iv. 'Regulation III/4 : Minimum requirements for cer-
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tification of engineer officers in charge of watch 
V.Regulation IV: Minimum requirenments for certifi­
cation of radio officers
vi. Regulation V; Minimum requirements for the trai­
ning and qualifications of officers of chemical 
and gas tankers.
vii. Regulation VI: Minimum requirements for the
issue of a certificate of proficiency in survi­
val craft for all seafarers.
6.3.2.4.2 Resolutions
i. Resolution X; Training and qualification of offi­
cers of oil tankers.
ii. Resolution XI: Training and qualification of
officers of chemical tankers.
iii. Resulotion XII: Training and qualification of 
masters and officers of liquefied gas tankers.
iv. Resulotion XIII: Training and qualification of 
officers of ships carring dangerous and hazardous 
cargo other than in bulk.
V.Resulotion XVII: Additional training for masters 
and chief mates of large ships
vi. Resolution XVIII: Radar simulator training for 
all masters and deck officers.
vii. Resolution XX: Training in the use of collision 
avoidance aids for masters and deck officers.
6.3.3 Additional special courses (If required!)
(a) Training of officers and ratings of oil tankers.
(b) Training of officers and ratings of chemical 
tankers.
<c) Training of officers and ' ratings of liquif.ied
IID
gas tankers.
<d’.) Radar Simulator training for Deck officers.
6.3.A Conclusion
The afforesaid are the maritime training courses / faci­
lities that would need to be arranged for its seafarers 
by any maritime country which has ships <of size 200 GRT 
and over,and with propulsion power of 750 KW and over) 
engaged in international trade,and which intends to man 
such ships with its own nationals.
In case of Iran which is not yet to develop such maritime 
training facilities / courses to meet their present and 
future requirements,as well as to meet the mandatory 
international standards,there would be the clear need to 
take the following steps;
(i) A man-power study to be undertaken to make an 
assessment of the man-power needs (categories and 
numbers) of the shipping industry (present and 
future) for at least(10) years.
(ii) Eased on the man-power study just mentioned ,man— 
power planing to be made for the next ten-years 
period,reduced to an annul basis.
(iii) In order to meet the planned man-power requirements 
it is important to formulate recruitment policy,as 
regards the number and quality of person to be 
recruited as new entrants to the seafaring profes­
sion one standard for the seaman (rating) entry and 
a higher standard for cadet / apprentice (officer) 
entry.
(iv) In. conjunction with the above,suitable training
1
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programme have to be formulated and training cour­
ses / faci1ities,both pre-sea and post-sea ,have to 
be identified / provided for the various categories 
of personnel.therefore the essential reasons in 
support of the need for training of seaman are ;
(a!) Training of seamen improves safety standards 
and efficiency , both of which are vital.
An untrained seaman would be , at least in the 
early stages,a liability to others and to him­
self , especial ly in emergencies.
(b) "Trained seamen" of a country would in fact 
incearse the "employment potential" of seamenof 
the country in the long run,particularly because:
* Ship owners or shipping companies at large are 
becoming keen on employing trained seamen;
* Maritime Governments are being particular about 
trained seamen being employed on their ships ;
* There is strong and increasing demand in interna­
tional fora,such as I.M.O and I.L.O for the 
highest standards of safety and manning of ships, 
including trained / competent seamen ;
<v) The availability of duly trained a> Maritime Edu- 
• cators for the training institutions,and b) Exa­
miners, should be ensured.
In this conection the facilities available at the 
World Maritime University can be most useful and I 
will discuss that in chapter 8.
6.4 EXPENDITURE & OTHER COST IMPLICATIONS
Having identified the needs for the development of mari-
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time training facilities, it is considerd necessary to 
point the elements with cost implications that would be 
involved in the setting up of a maritime training insti­
tution, so as to enable the Government Cor organization 
responsible) to take appropriate decisions.These are 
expected to be:
6.A.1 Items involving capital expenditure
Ca) Land site
<b) Building for training institutions consisting of : 
Class rooms
Offices for teaching staff
Offices for administrative and secretarial staff 
Library
Common room for students
Chart-room and instrument Laboratory
Electronics Laboratory
Mechanics Laboratory
Electrical Laboratory
Simulator facilities
Cc) Furniture required in above building.
Cd) Teaching equipment and instruments.
Ce) Equipment for :
Seamen centre (including boats and davits)
Fire-fighting facilities
Training workshops
Plant maintenance
Welding shop
Fitting and machine tools workshop.
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<f.1 A small training vessel
<g!) Hostel building if the institution is to be residen­
tial .
<hl Furniture,furnitioning and fittings in the above 
hostel building.
6.4.2 ITEMS INVOLVING RECURRING EXPENDITURE
<a) Salaries of staff
(b) Premises charges -Light,Power,Water,maintenance,etc.
(c) Supplies and services-Equipment,stores,stationery and 
other supplies.
(d) Debt charges if any
Ce) Misceleneous expenditure
<f) Catring expenditure,if the institution is residential 
Cg) Receation facilities
Ch) Running costs of the training vessel,if acquired 
(i) Maintenance of equipment
Since the availability of adequate funds to meet the 
expenditure in connection with the aforesaid items is 
likely to be a major factor influencing the decisions 
making, the folowing suggestions are offered for'their 
consideration:
(i) Regional Cor sub-Regional) co-operation between a 
number of Governments would not only enable pooling 
of resources,but also permit sharing of costs,with 
consequential- reduction in expenditure for Govern­
ment involved.
In this regard we may consider sort of co-opration 
with India or Pakitan or even with Arab state in 
Persian Gulf,such as United Arab Emirates CUAE) in 
order to have a pooling of resources,etc.
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Cii) Funding assistance and / or other forms of contribu­
tions (Experts,equipment,etc.)can be sought at least 
for the initial stages.
This has been done already in form of esablishing of 
shaheed Rajaee training centre in Bandar abbas by 
IMO and UNDP.
Ciii) Since the immediate beneficiaries of maritime trai­
ning facilities are the shipping companies who eng­
age the trained seafarers,every effort needs to be 
made to prevail upon then to assume the responsibi­
lity for a reasonable share of the expenditure. 
Alternatively,the levy of "training cess" on ship 
owners may be considered.
(iv) The recurring expenditure may be shared by the 
Government,The ship owners concerned,and the stu­
dents (through payment of fees).
With regard to the students ,who are economically 
week,it is expected that appropriate scholarships 
would be obtained from or through all available 
sources.
We should consider that the ultimate aim needs to 
be for all the beneficiaries,vis,the Government,the 
ship owners and the students,to share the recurring 
expenditure on an equitable basis,ie. 33% or 1/3 
each
(v) Because maritime training is also part of educa­
tion, efforts need to made to pervail upon national 
Authorities / bodies responsible for education to 
make funds for such maritime education' available.
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6.5 RECOMMENDATION FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF MERCHANT MARINE 
TRAINING COMMITTEE
In this part of chapter six I would like to sujest the 
establishment of merchant navy training board (committee) 
to avoid of any scatterd of maritime training or disper­
sion of decision making about the present and future of 
our shipping needs and training policies or estimation of 
new man power recruitment and other related matters.
To collect and adequat discusion and revision,they would 
recommand suitable sugestioh to the government for impe- 
limentation.
6.5.1 COMBINATION OF COMMITTEE CSujestion)
A Merchant Navy Training board will set up within six 
months after preparation of its initial draft by respon­
sible organization (Port and Shipping Organization) 
and final adoption by government of Iran.
The Board is reconstituted every 2 years.
All intrests connected with the training of merchant 
marine personnel and the development of shipping are 
represented on it including members of :
-Islamic Parliament.
-Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Line.
-National Iranian oil Company.
-Ministry of higher education and culture.
-Ministry of education and training.
-Ministry of state for plan and budget organization. 
-Merchant marine officers and seamen.
-The heads of the Maritime Training Institutions.
The secretariat for Board will provid by the Ministry of
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road and Transport and its its responsible organisation,- 
Port and Shipping Organisation.
6.5.2 FUNCTION
The Board would be an ADVISORY BODY and its function is 
to consider all matters pertaining to the training of 
Merchant Navy officers ,Ratings and other sea going per­
sonnel , supervise the training imparted in the training 
institutions and recommend,from time to time such measu­
res as may be necessary for the building up of an adequa­
te,efficient and devoted merchant navy personnel.
The Board is required,in particulars
<i> To recommend ,from time to time the number of trai­
nees to be recruited for training in various insti­
tutions .
<ii) To review,from time to time the syllabus for trai­
ning in various institutions,
(iii> To form of small committees to deal with the prob­
lems of training,the Nautical and technical colle­
ge .
<iv.l To constitute inspection teams for the periodical 
inspection of various training institutions.
(v) To collect and maintain statistics relating to the 
merchant marine personnel.
<vi) To maintain contact with the comparable training 
institutions aboard with a view to keeping up to 
date the training level for development and improv-
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ments of courses specially regarding with STCW Con­
vention and its requirements.
(vii) To consider and recommend the introduction of new 
courses of training and study.
Cviii) To maintain the requisite co-ordination between 
the various branches of training particularly 
Navigation and Engineering among diffrent univer­
sities and marine academies.
The Merchant Marine Training Board also can made many 
useful recommendations in the field of training of mer­
chant navy officers and ratings.
A few of these important recommendations to govern­
ment which can made by Board are as fallows*
-To prepare national Legislation (primary and subsidiary) 
regarding with STCW Convention and'its amendments.
-Up dating maritime legislation.
-Establishing a proper system for examination and certi­
fication of seafarers.
-Controlling and monitoring level of education and trai­
ning .
-Controlling and monitoring of pre-requisite of seafarers 
as condition of entry to the examination for certificate 
of competency.
The Merchant Navy Training Board meets at least twice in 
a year and more often if required.
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7.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPROVMENT OF THE M.E.T. 
INSTITUTION.
7.1 COURSES REQUIREMENTS FOR UP DATING THE SEAFARERS
The programme of education and training maritime offi- 
cersmust be sufficiently broad based at the basic level 
to cover all the required knowledge,ie a large number of 
subjects and dicipline be involved in its structure.
At more advance levels, where the officer is trans- 
ferihg from junior to more senior ranks and above,the 
programme will have fewer subjects and will be concentra­
ted in to those specialist areas reflecting the higher 
technology and responsibilities that are associated with 
senior rank aboard ship and /or senior posts ashore.
In the general the programme of education and training 
must be structured and organized so that knowledge ,un- 
derstanding,skil1 and experience is steadily and progres­
sively acquired.
Monitoring and assessment procedures will form an impor­
tant element in the programme in order to insure that at 
each stage the specified objectives are being achieved.
Continuous assessment procedures with syllabues 
written in learning objectives format should establishe 
within the educational system and should be effective 
methods of ensuring that educational and training objec­
tives are met.
Knowledge ,understanding ,skill and experience are the 
principal components which together provide competence. 
Unfortunatly the sea training phase,not structured in 
Iran.Assessment and examination procedures should be con­
cerned with these principal ,components in order that
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marine officers,at, the end of their education and trai­
ning ,are competent to take charge of the ship's wat­
chkeeping duties and be responsible for its safe and 
effivient operation and maintanance with the minimum 
effect on the enviroment.
The programme of conducting the specialised and 
refresher courses has to be properly balanced in terms of 
the distribution of-hours to the various subjects and 
activities,and provision' should be made for activities 
such as tutoring/private study,recreation/sports,free 
study time etc.
The basic level course is important as it must pro­
vide a firm fondation on which more advanced and specia­
lised studies can be built.The basic level programme 
should aim at graduating a junior officer competent to be 
in charge of the bridge and engine room watches.
Service experience in a watchkeeping capacity is required 
before more senior certificates of competency can be 
obtained.
It is necessary,when formulating a programme of maritime 
studies for seafares,to ensure that,in addition to satis­
fying national requirements,it also meets the internatio­
nal standards now accepted by all shipowning and ship 
operating countries who give priority to ship safety and 
the prevention of pollution.
There are three important IMO Convention which need to be 
considerd when formulating training programme . *
* Safety of at sea (SOLAS 1974 and its 1978 protocol);
* Prevention of pollution (MARPOL 73/78);
* Standards of training ,Certification and Watchkeeping 
for seafarers (STCW) 1978 ;
of which the STCW 1978 has the greatest significance when
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formulating the content of education and training courses 
or programmes for seafarers .
7.2 BUILDING AND FACILITIES
Shore-based maritime education and training units 
(school,institutions,college,academies,etc.) consist of a 
number of closly inter-related elements,each of which has 
an important function in ensuring that education and 
training objectives are achieved.These elements are;
I. Laboratories and practical training facilities ; 
education and training programme will require effec­
tive support from laboratories and practical trai­
ning units,and these facilities need to be copatible 
with the high and advance technology used in ship 
and marine operation.The technical staff who main­
tain and operat these facilities must be highly 
skilled in their field of special suport to the 
teaching staff.
II. Training equipment:
This must be relevent to the machinery and systems 
used in modern merchant vessels in order that the 
practical training activities can corelated to the 
duties and functions aboard ship.
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7.3 TYPICAL MODEL OF MARITIME TRAINING PHYSICAL FACILI­
TIES.
.1 Administrative Block:
The Adminbistrative Block will accomodate the follo­
wing:
a -Office of the head of the institution; 
b -Chambers for the heads of the departments; 
c -Rooms for members of faculty; 
d -offices of Administrative personnel; 
e -Common room for members of the staff;
f -Conference room; -Space for security officer and 
maintenance personnel 
g -Visitor's space
.2 Academic Block: The Academic Block will accommodate 
the following:
i- Library;
ii- Class rooms;
iii- Laboratories,instruments and simulatores;
iv- Exhibition Hall;
v- Marine engineering workshop;
vi- Maritime research centre.
i. LIBRERY
The librery has to be design to accommodate about at 
least 2Q0D books ,with separate sections for general 
refrence ,journals and priodicals,reading area,and 
librarian's office.
The librery should be so designed that there would 
be scope for extension with the growth in the number
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of books.
ii. CLASS ROOMS
The number and size of the class rooms,would be as 
follows;
-Three class rooms,of about 150 square meters each; 
-One class room ,of about 100 " " " ?
-Two class rooms of about 75 " " " ;
Each class room would be provided with rolling black 
board and arrangments for audio-visual presentation.
iv. EXHIBITION HALL
An exhibition Hall would be provided for displaying 
for displaying various machineries,plants and equip­
ments of maritime interest.
V. MARINE ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
The area which should be allocate for the workshop 
is about 300 square meters.The workshop would be 
equipped with the equipment generally found in a 
ship's workshop.
Vi. OTHER FACILITIES
The other facilities will consist of the following:
-Hostels for officers ,cadets,petty officers and other 
member of crew?
-Kitchen,Pantry and dining arrangment for 150 persons; 
-Residential Quarters for faculty and staff;
-Guest house for visiting faculty; . .
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-Medical aid and essential service;
-Gymnasium,recreation area and playground.
7.4 FUNDEMENTAL TRAINING COURSES AND IT'S FACILITIES
Mandatory requirement under international convention pro­
vide that every prospective seafarers should before being 
employed in a sea-going vessel,receive approved training 
in fire-fighting ,survival techniqes and first aid.
7.4.1 FIRE - FIGHTING TRAINING FACILITIES
The fire-Fighting Training facilities would consist of 
pump-house, fire-fighting area,smoke-room and a mock-up 
model of a ship.
.1 SMOKE - ROOM
tThe smoke-room would consist of a two tiered concrete 
structure with ladders ,platforms and railings,as foud on 
ships,for demonstration of breathing apparatus,fire
fighting and rescue operations in smoke-filled comparte- 
ments. C02 and sprinklers installation would also be pro­
vided for demonstration and visual observation of their 
action through large glass windows.
.2 MOCK - UP MODEL OF A SHIP
The Mock-up model of a ship will be constructed entirly 
of steel and cement (Land-ship).
The model would be used to provide realistic fire-fi­
ghting exercises with capability to simulate engineroom, 
cargo hold,gaily and accomodation fires.
Water mains,hydrants and other fire-fighting appliaces as
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generally found on board ships,should also be provided. 
The proposal plans for mock-up model of a ship has given 
in figures 7.4.3 ,7.4.4 ,7.4.5 ,7.4.6
7.5 SURVIVAL AT SEA TRAINING FACILITIES
Survival at sea training facilities should be provided in 
and around the port and Jnarbour basin.
Two class rooms,each of area of about 50 square meters 
and a changing room for participants,should be provided.
7.6 LABORATORIES ,INSTRUMENTS AND SIMULATORS .
.1 Manoeuvering Tank;
A manoeuvering tank should be provided for demonstra­
tion of manoeuvering and handling of vessels.
.2 Laboratories:
In the Academic block,space should be allocated to 
provide the following laboratories ;
-Navigation and communication Laboratory;
-Seamanship Laboratory;
-Meteorology Laboratory;
-Control Engineering and Electronics Laboratory; 
-Computer Laboratory.
.3 Simulator:
In the Academic block,space should also be allocated to 
acommodate a Radar simulator.
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7.7 LECTURERS AND OTHER STAFF MEMBER
7.7.1 General Requirements:
The most important requirement of a successful maritime 
training institute,would be a team of well qualified,wel1 
trained,dedicated and a highly motivated faculty members.
The success of the institute would depend on the manner 
in which the lecturers are able to impart knowldege and 
the benefit of their experience to the particioants.
They should be able to set a good example so that the 
participants can hold them in high esteem and follow 
their footsteps.
I
At present most of the teaching staff are rcruited from 
abroad on contract basis.When the contract of these 
officers expires there dose not appear to be any local 
individuals with the qualification and experience to 
carry out theirfunctions .
A very careful staff development programme should be 
followed by the maritime academies and responsible orga­
nization of Iran.
The majority of lecturers ,should be officers (either 
from IRISL or ex-navy officers)with a master's qualifica 
tion.In order to get the right peopl for the job,selec­
tion of lecturers plays a crucial role .There would be no 
difficulty in getting the required number of lecturers 
from within the IRISL Company or Navy.
After selection ,the officers should be tried out as 
a lecturer for a minimum period of six months and if he 
is found suitable and he likes the adjustment to a 
lecturer's job,he should be absorbed as a lecturer.
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7.8 TRAINING OF LECTURERS AT THE WORLD MARITIME UNIVER­
SITY, MALMO, SWEDEN
After a lecturer has been found suitable to continue in 
his assignment at the Academy,the next step,for providing 
him with higher education and training .
As the equivalent qualifications and experience to 
that of his own,ne^mely,the lecturers,the only way to 
build up the standards of the Academy, would be to first 
build up the standard of the faculty.
*"The establishment of the World Maritime University 
provides .a critical element now missing but
necessary for a coherent and comprehensive system of 
training and education an international centre for 
advanced study for high level specialized personnel 
in developing cuntries including maritime teatures , 
inspectors ,technical managers and maritime 
administrators."
The world maritime university provides a pivotal link in 
the international system for training in the maritime 
sector.lt complements ,supplements and strengthens the 
training activities now being carried out in the
developing countries .
It is a unique institution which offers an advanced 
level of training in a number of diffrent maritime fields 
at a single institution,which is presently not available 
elsewhere. *
* Source:Foreward to -organisation and structure of world 
Maritime Unversity,December 1982 by Dr.C.P. srivastava, 
S.General,IMO.
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Based on the foregoing ,it will be observed that the most 
suitable institution available for providing advanced 
high level education and training in the maritime sector 
,for the development of the Iran merchant marine Academy 
(Chah-bahar or Shahid Rajaee),is the World Maritime 
University CWMU!) .
7.8.1 MARITIME EiDUCATION AND TRAINING COURSES OF WMU
The World Maritime University has specially developed the 
maritime Education and Training courses for the benefit 
of prospective lecturers in maritime education and 
training institutions.
The courses are divided into two fields ,namely , 
nautical and marine engineering .
As these courses would be the most appropriate courses 
for the lecturers of the Iran merchant marine academy 
(Chah-Bahar or Shahid-Rajaee)the modules of these courses 
have been enumurated at table 7.8.2
In addition to the modules based programme field trips 
are organised to various institutions in various 
countries.As an example,the field trips organised for the 
Maritime Education and Training (NauticalI course of
1986-87 is illustrated at table 7.8.3
An out line of the WMU method of education and training 
is shown at table 7.8.4
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Table 7.S.2 Courses Modules of UlMU's Maritime Education
and Training courses
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Nautical Field Engineering Field
.1 United Nations system.
.2 IMO:The organization and its work.
.3 Introduction to maritime transportation.
.4 Principles.and aspects of maritime law.
.5 Principles and aspects of maritime transportation 
Economics.
.6 Principles and aspects of maritime safety.
.7 Principles and aspects of prevention of marine pollu­
tion .
.8 Planning ,design and construction of ships.
.9 Introduction to digital computers.
.10 Principles of management.
.11 Marine personnel.
Nautical Field Engineering Field
12 Review and up grading 
of mathematics as app- 
■ licable to specializa 
tion.
12 Review and up grading 
of mathematics as app 
licable to specializ' 
at ion
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.13 Use of computers.
.14 Theory and practice 
of maritime education 
and training.
.15 Human information pr­
ocessing ,teaching 
metheods.
.15 Teaching technology.
.17 Organization and ma­
nagement of maritime 
education and training 
institutions,
.18 Assessment of students 
and examination of mar­
ine personnel .
.19 Cargo handling systems 
and equipment.
.20 Packaged dangerous goods 
solid and liquid bulk 
cargoes,including neces­
sary and documentation.
.21 .Law and practice of mar- 
rine pollution prevention
.13 Review and upgrading 
of mechanics as appli 
cable to specializa­
tion .
.14 Review and upgrading 
of physics,chemistry 
and thermodynamics as 
applicable to specia­
lization .
.15 Review and upgrading 
of fluid mechanics as 
applicable to specia­
lization.
.16 Use of computers.
.17 Theory and practic of 
maritime education 
and training
.18 Human information 
processing, teaching 
method .
.19 Teaching technology.
.20 Packaged dangerous
goods,solid and
liquid cargoes neces­
sary and documenta­
tion.
.21 Law and practice of 
marine pollution pre-
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.22 Selected topics of mari­
time law.
.23 Shipboard navigation
instruments and system.
.24 Collision avoidence
including use of radar.
.25 Navigation simulators.
.26 Navigation support equi­
pment , systems and servi­
ces .
.27 Ship dynamics and manoe- 
uvering of ships.
.28 Ship stability and secu­
ring of cargo.
.29 Search and rescue,survi­
val craft,survival tech­
niques, life-saving equip­
ment .
.30 Marine accident investi­
gation.
.31 Occupational safety and 
crew health.
vention.
.22 Selected topics of 
maritime law.
.23 Machinery control and 
tutomation.
.24 Selection,fabrication 
and care of ship 
building. .
.25 Marine electrical 
system.
.26 Diesel engine opera­
tion design,lubrica­
tion .
.27 Principles of naval 
architecture.
.28 Ship construction and 
shipyard operations.
.29 Fire prevention,de­
tection and fire 
fighting.
.30 Life-saving equipment 
and procedures.
.31 Occupational safety 
and crew health.
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.32 Personnel management and .32 Personnel management
human relationships on and human relation­
board. ships on board.
.33 Man-machine systems, .33 Marine accident
maritime ergonomics, investigation.
work science.
.34 Special project/thesis. .34 Special project/the­
sis.
Source sCourses of study ,World Maritime University
March 1986
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Table 7.8.3 Field trips of Maritime Education and Trai­
ning (Nautical course of 1986-87)
Field Trip Duration Education Gains
1. Polish sail Training 3 days Voyage under sail
Vessel fromMalmo to
Kotka(Finland)
Polish system of
Maritime Education
and Training.
Training of cadets
on board,"Dar Mlbd-
2iezy".
2.Fourth International 5 days Diffrent lecturs
Conference on Matitime concerning Maritime
Education and Training Education and Trai-
(I.M.L.A) ning ,Electronic
(KOTKA, Finland) Navigation chart
and dual-purpose
system.
3. Disc Navigation, 1/2 day Developing an
Sjoebo,Sweden Electronic sea
chart.
A. Netherlands 6days Rotterdam vessel
traffic Management
syrtem.Amesterdam 
Maritime Academy
,Delft University,-
Soesterberg
Maritime research
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theInst. of 
Netherlands,Wageni- 
nge.
5. Bremen Polytechnic 5 days
FRG.
Continuation of 
tanker course.Exer­
cises on liquid 
cargo Handling
simulator,Loading,- 
Discharging,IGS and 
COW operations.
6. Nautical College 1
Copenhagen:
7. Maritime Engineering 2
College Leningrad
U.S.S.R
day Maritime Education
and Training system 
in Denmark.
weeks Attending to Baltic
Shipping Company 
Radar and ARPA And 
shiphandling simu­
lator .
S. U.S coast guard, 
Governer's island 
New york U.S.A
•1 day Search and Rescue
organization.
9. Coast guard Mechant 2 days
Marine Academy 
New London (New york).
Training system of 
U.S coast guard per- 
sonnl.
10. Sea Land Terminal, 
Port Elizabeth, 
U.S.A
1 day Sea-land's world
wide container ope­
rations .Container
13fe
handling facilities, 
computerised contai­
ner tracking and 
stowage
11, Copenhagen Navi­
gation school 
CJenmark
12. SUSAN,Hamburg 
hfautical Institute 
FRG.
5 days ARPA Training
Course.
5 days .Ship's handling 
Simulator.
13. IMO, London. 3 days Various
facilities at IMO.
14. Maritime Academy 5 days 6DR system of
Maritime Education 
and training.
Various training
f aci1ities.Computer 
programmes developed 
. for distribution of 
cargo and ship 
stability.A mathemat 
ical approach to 
collision ayoidence 
manoeuvres.Exercise 
on Radar Simulator.
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Table 7.8.4 Outline of WMU Method of Education and Trai­
ning .
.1 Academic Programme
-Inaccordance with prescribed course modules.
«
* -General Philosophy of Academic programme.
"As SCIENTIFIC AS NECESSARY 
AND
AS PRACTICAL AS POSSIBLE"
.2 Duration
- Two years divided into four semesters.
.3 Examinations
-Generally two/three per semester. 
.4 Project
-A paper is to be writen by every students,under gui- 
dence of the course professor.
-The paper is to be submitted for assessment about 
three months befor completion of the course.
—The paper is assessed by at least two assessors. 
-This paper is an example of such aproject.
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5 Assessment
-By marks obtained in written examinations. 
-By class excercises.
-By home exercises.
- By field trip reports.
—By specific assignments given by course 
prof esors.
-By assessment of project.
.6 Index for Grades
80%
60%
and
to
abc
<
3ve . . . .
80% ___
. .. very good.
..« Good
50% to < 60% ___ . . . Satisfactory
40% to < 50% ___ ... Subject to moderation
30% to < 40% ___... Unsatisfactory
0 % to < 30% ___... Very "
.7 Award of degree
A Master of Science degree is awarded to suc­
cessful candidates.
* Source : Prof.G.ZADE ,Lecture delivered at IMO/WMU
seminar for heads of Maritime Training Insti­
tutes from [Jeveloping contries,September 1984 **
** " : WMU examination results,September 1985
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8.0 PROPOSAL TRAINING COURSES FOR IMPRVEMENT AND DEVELOP­
MENT OF MARITIME INSTITUTES IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH 
MANDATORY MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF STCW CONVENTION
5.1 What courses need to be developed ?
When under taking the task of "development of cour­
ses", the first question that come up is ;
What courses need to be developed?
There are several answers to this question,but viewing it 
as a member of thq port and shipping organization (P.S.O) 
which is responsible for counductinq the examination and 
granting the certificate of competency to the Iranian 
seafarers ,the answers can be sub-divided into the follo­
wing categories:
.1 Minimum
To develop courses in order to comply with;
- The Mandatory Mimimum Requirements of the STCW conven­
tion.
.2 Maximum
To develop courses in order to comply with;
- The Minimum Requirements of the STCW convention ,
- All the Resolutions of the STCW conference,
- All the Resolutions related to STCW conference,adopted 
vide IMO Assembly sessions XI,XII,and XIII.
.3 Middle
To develop courses in order to comply with;
- The Mandatory minimum requirements of the STCW conven­
tion ,
- Selected Resolutions of STCW conference,
- Selected Resolutions related to STCW conference,adop-
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ted vide IMO Assembly sessions XI,XII,and XIII.
The next question that comes up is,which of the three 
afore-mentioned categories of "Development of courses " 
should be adopted ?
.1 Minimum , .2 Maximum or .3 Middle
It will be observed from chapter 4.0 that in Iran, in the 
field of Maritime Training Education and Training ,there 
is a lack of adequate training faciliyies in the area of 
short courses particularly concrning with conducting the 
refresher and updating courses.
Hence the Ministry of higher education or in oder 
word Chah-Bahar Merchant Marine academy in order to comp­
liance with STCW 78 should concentrate its efforts in the 
area of development of short courses.
Considering the resources available within the Chah-Bahar 
Academy and Port and Shipping Organization Training cen­
tre,both financial and technical,it is presently not 
advisable to adop the "Maximum category for the develop­
ment of courses.
Accordingly,this chapter will describe essential courses 
that need to be exist or developed on a selective basis 
from the numerous recommendations contained in the Rego- 
lation of the STCW conference.
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8.2 DEVELOPMENT AND UPDATING OF FUNDEMENTAL COURSES 
REGARDING TO SUPPLEMENTARY CERTIFICATES
The following certificate of competency courses should 
conducts on a basis at the nautical colleges
.1 Master (foreign-going)
.2 First Mate( " " >
.3 Second MateC " )
•A Master (home trade )
.5 mate < " " > '
As the above courses has to be conducted on a regular 
basis at the.Chah-Bahar Academy ,it would be easy for the 
nautical college to develop updating and Refresher cour­
ses for deck officers.
A major part of the syllabus could be ‘taken from the 
existing courses- to gether 'with the incorporation of 
modern technological developments.
The existing certificate of competency courses are of 
six months duration and hence an updating and Refresher 
courses of about tow months duration ,would be adequate.
A co-operation scheme can be organised between the Chah— 
Bahar Merchant Marine Academy and Shahid-Rajaee training 
centre so that the applicable short courses which have 
not been completed by the condidates can be under taken 
during the period of their stay for the refresher and 
up-dating courses.
•1A4
8.3 FIRE-FIGHTING COURSE
8.3.1 Purposes
The objectives of the Fire-fighting course are as 
follows!
- To comply with the requirements of STCW 78 ,Regula­
tion I1/2,"Mandatory Minimum Requirements for certi­
fication of Mastersand chief mates of ships of 200 
Groos Register tons or more",Appendix to Regulation 
II/2,paragraph 11Cd),"Attendance at an approved 
fire-fighting courses";
- To comply with the requirements of STCW 78,Regula­
tion II/4,"Mandatory Minimum Requirements for certi­
fication of officers incharge of a Navigational 
Watch on ships of 200 Gross Register tons or 
more",Appendix to RegulationlI/4,paragraph 11(d),at­
tendance at an approved fire-fighting courses";
- To comply with the requirements of STCW 78,Regula­
tion II/2," Mandatory Minimum Requirements for cer­
tification of chief Engineer officer and second Eng­
ineer officers of ship's powered by Main propulsion 
Machinery of 3000 KW propulsion power or more",para­
graph 2(c) "have attended an approved practical 
fire-fighting course";
- To comply with the requirements of STCW 78,Regula­
tion III/3, "Mandatory Minimum Requirements for cer­
tification of chief Engineer officers and second 
Engineer officers of ships powered by Main propul­
sion machinery between 750 KW and 3000 KW propulsion 
power",paragraph 2(c),"have attended an approved
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practical fire-fighting course ;
To comply with thew requirements of STCW 78,Regula­
tion III/4,"Mandatory Minimum requirements for cer­
tification Engineer officers in charge of a Watch in 
a traditionally manned Engine room or designated 
duty engineer officers in a preiodically unmanned 
engine room", paragraph 2Cf.'),"have attended an appro­
ved practical fire-fighting course",
To comply with the requirements of STCW 78 ,Regula­
tion IV/1," Mandatory Minimum requirements for cer­
tification of Radio officers ", appendix to regula­
tion IV/1, radio officers shall have knowledge 
and training including practical training ,in the 
following :" ,paragraph Cel," fire-prevention and 
fire-fighting with particular refrence to the radio 
installation";
To comply with the requirements of STCW 78,Regula­
tion V/1," Mandatory Minimum Requirements for trai- 
nin g and qualification of Masters,officers and 
rating of oil Tnkers",paragraph 1," officers and 
Rating ,who are to have specific duties and respon­
sibilities related to those duties ,in connection 
with cargo and equipment on oil tankers and who have 
not served on board an oil tanker as part of the 
regular comlement before carying out such duties 
shall have completed an appropriate ahore-based 
fire-fighting course";
To comply with the requirements of IMO resolution 
A.437<XI) "Training of crew in Fire-fighting".
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8.3.2 Participants
The participants for this course are all categories 
of officers.
8.3.3 Duration
The duration of this course is three days.
8.3.4 Faculty
The Faculty for this course will provid either by 
Chah-Bahar merchant marine academy or Shahid-Rajaee Trai­
ning centre in Bandar Abbas.
8.3.5 Course programme and syllabus 
Day 1 Theory
.1 Introduction
-Introductory talk on special need for sea-going per­
sonnel to be effective fire-fighters when required.
-Film," Fire chemistry,(20 minutes).
.2 Theory of combustion
-Fire training,heat,fuel,oxygen.Ignition temperature, 
spontanueous ignition,spontaneous combustion,range of 
flammability.Effect of heat on diffrent combustibles 
transmission of heat.
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- Principles of fire extingushing:
= Starvation,removal or limitation of fuel.
= Smothering or the limitation of oxigen.
= Cooling or the limitation of temperature.
= Examples of each.
= Interference with flame reaction.
.3 Fuels
-Solid :
= Carbonaceous,wood,1inen,clothing,furniture,rope and 
canvas,electrical insulation,rags and waste,some 
plastics,curtains,towels,decorative finishes,genera1 
cargo.
= Evolution of gases ,smoke,danger of flash over,- 
reignition,importance of surface area.
-Liquids :
= Oils,class A,Flash point less than 73 F C23C1,
Highly Flammable .
= Class B,Flash point between 73F <23c) and 150F (600
Flammable.
= Class c,Flash point above 15G F(66C),
Combustible.
= Crude oils,refined oils,spirits,paints,Lubricating 
oils,oils in hydrolic presure system,e.g telemotor 
and remote controls.Effeet of reid vapour 
pressure,ignition temperature and spontaneous igni­
tion temprature.
- Gases :
= Methane,propane,butane,liquified petroleum gas (li­
quified natural gas.Gases evolved when bunkering in
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empty tanks. Gases evolved in pump.
Concentration,stratification and vapour travel.
.4 Sources of ignition on ships
-The particular hazards,protechtive arrangements and 
devices and their limitations should be stressed in 
each case.
—Flame or smouldering source:
=Lighted matches'cigarettes,open stove or gallery 
fire ,boiler.
-Heated surfaces:
=Electric lamps,electric hot plates,heated surfaces 
in galleys and panteries-,steam pipes,diesel exhaust 
pipes,boiler casings,hot machinery (e.g.pump glands) 
in gaseous spaces.
-Sparks and hot flying particles:
= Friction and mechanical sparks,e.g.grinding,chip­
ping ,welding and cutting.
= Impact of fersous and non-fersous metals,e.g.anodes 
and tools on tankers,seizure of moving machinery. 
= Sparks from electrical switches and even hand tor­
ches in gaseous spaces.
-Electrical:
=Over loading of circuits giving excessive current,- 
poorly fitted or improper connections,e.g.twisting 
one wire with another,fitting extra capacity 
fuses,over loading of plugs and sockets by adding 
other appliances,chafing of wires,short circuits, 
sparks at motors etc.particularly in gaseous atmos­
pheres .
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- Spontaneous combustion:
= Cargo of cotton,wet slurry,coal etc.storage of 
mattresses and bed linen,particularly if damp.
-Static electricity in gaseous atmospheres;
= Steam,C02 tank washing water spary in oil tank.
Importance of electrically bonding tools and app­
liances .
5 Fire Prevention
- Stress need for good house-keeping,care to avoid 
disposal of lifhted cigarettes and matches,danger of 
smoking in bed,care to avoid faulty electrical fit­
ting s,security of passible sources of ignition in 
heavy weather,e.g.light or radio falling on floor or 
on combustible material,accumulation of rags ,waste 
or oil drippings,to avoid completing the fire 
triangle by bringing heat and fuel together in air 
,e.g.towel or clothing in contact with elctric light 
etc.
6 Portable Extinguishers
-Types of extinguishers,principles,operating instruc­
tions.Methods of inspection,cleaning and recharging 
water,foam and dry powder extinguishers.
7 Fixed instalations,Fire mains,pumps etc.
-Description of typical instalation of water
services,including emergency fire pump,isolation val­
ve . International shore connection and hose connec­
tions. Use and care of fire hose and approperiate 
nozzles for various type of fire and for boundary
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cooling.Description and made of operation of foam 
making branch pipe and inductor unit.
Day 1 Practical
.1 Portable and semi-portable extinguishers;
—Operation by each participants of water C02,dry pow­
der and foam type portable extinguishers on carbona­
ceous fire (wood cribs or similar fire in braziers) 
and oil or spirit fire in steel trys.
Water and foam extinguishers are to be recharged by 
the participants.Actual experince of the effect of 
using a water jet on an oil fire in a tray.
-The means of ignition could be arranged to be some 
action of a participants ,e.g.dropping a lighted 
match,switching on a defective circuit,or spilling 
flammable liquid on to a hot surface,he would then 
have to give an alarm,go for an extinguisher,come 
back and put the fire out.
-Operation of larger sizes of extinguishers on larger 
oil spirit fires.
.2 Hoses ,Nozzles etc.
-Coupling up hoses,use of jet and spray nozzles on 
cabonaceous and oil fires .Use of spray nozzles,water 
curtain and very fine spray on larger oil or fepirit 
fire,two hoses method of attack.
-Use of foam making branch pipe and inductor unite on 
oil.
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Day 2 Theory
-Merchant Shipping Fire Appliances rules dealing with 
the provision of Fire protection on ships of various 
types.
-Passenger ships:
= Fire protection ,zoning,fire-proof bulkheads,Fire 
doors,fire integrity and fire insulation systems. 
= Patrol and alarm systems.Portable extinguishers in 
passenger and crew accomodation,in galleys and ser­
vices spaces.Fire main ,Fire hydrants and hoses in 
accomodation and on deck .
Sprinkler system in accomodation,with detection
alarm on bridge,pressure tank and automaticpumps.
= Fixed fire extinguishing systems for cargo holds 
and main machinery spaces and detection system.
= Emergency fire pumps,shut off valve in rising main. 
Fireman'outfit i.e. breathing apparatus and protec­
tive clothing .
-Cargo Ships;
= Generally as above ,without sprikler system,with 
reduced amount of protective bulkheads and without 
patrol alarm systems.
-Additional appliances on special ships:
= Tankers.
= Ro-Ro vessels.
= Container vessels.
= Ships carring explosives.
= Ships carring dangerous goods as specified in the 
IMDG Code.
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.2 Respiration,Breathing Apparatus and Resuscitation:
-Respiration and the need for the body to have oxigen. 
Effect of rest,work and exitement on breathing rate 
and oxygen intake.
-Film,"Emergency* Resuscitation".
-Use of breathing apparatus when entering a space whe­
re smoke vapours or foul air may be present,whether a 
fire evident or not.'
-Types of breathing apparatus,description and use:
= Helmet or face mask type with air hose supplied by 
bellous.
= Self contained compressed air type.
constructional features,operation,reducing and
demand valves.Use and maintenance of apparatus,pre­
cautions in use,signals and emergency procedure and 
by-pass valve.Rescue operations.
.3 Fireman's out fit and protective clothing
- Breathing apparatus,electric lamp,axe,helmet,suit, 
gloves,boots,1ife line and signal plates.
.A Fixed Fire Extinguishing Instalations
- Description,operation^preccautions,testing and main­
tenance:
= Sprinkeler system.
= C02 system.
= Halon system.
= Foam system.
= Inert gas syrtem.
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Day 2 Practical
.1 Breathing Apparatus
-Instruction in wearing and usage of each type of 
breathing apparatus.each participant to operate in 
both types of •breathing apparatus in a restricted 
smoke filled chamber for 15 to 20 minutes with simu­
lated fires. Difficulties and dangers to be made 
clear by demonstration.
.2 Fixed systems of instalation
-Demonstration and operation of mock-up of sprinkler 
system,C02 system and foam system.
-Resuscitation:
= All participants to have some practice in simulated 
rsuscitation on a dummy provided for the purpose.
Day 3 theory
.1 Built-in Fire protection
Additional information on zoning and isolation of 
each zone by fire-proof doors,fire-proof and instala- 
ted bulkheads etc. and includind:
- Ventilation arrangments and closure arrangments. 
=. Importance of the isolation of a space on six 
sides,closure of all openings,means of stopping fans
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and closing ducts at main supply and between zones. 
Closure of mashinery spaces,cargo spaces,pump rooms 
etc.The need to see that self-closing doors are not 
usedged open or hooked back except by fusible or 
magnetice catch and so prevented from operating in 
case of fire.
- Oil fuel arrangments.
= Control of oil fuel pumps,boiler fans,remote con­
trol of valves on oilfuel tanks,where this could 
release oil into a fire,danger of isolated and 
badly situated tanks and of unsatisfactory level 
indicators,e.g.gauge glasses which break in a fire 
and wire arrangements which allow overflow to fall 
on to hot surfaces.precautions to be taken at oil 
fuelling stations,tankers loading and discharging 
cargo.
2 Control stations
- Concept of a protected space,with safe and easy 
access from deck to embarkation stations which can 
be used as a centre for fighting a fire.
Desirability of remot coritrols to tanks,pumps and 
closing arrangements being grouped in or adacent to 
such a station with fire plans,fire equipment of all 
kinds and master lists being placed there in .
3 Damage control
-Effects on stability of free water in the ship,how to 
reduce total input of water to any space and to remove 
excess water or allow it to drain to less dangerous 
position.Danger of any opening in ship's side,portho-
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les,cargo doors etc.if vessel lists or due to sinkage. 
Possibility of bottom damage in shallow water.
.4 Organization of fire.parties
-Need for overall leadership possibly with a number of 
parties.
-Organization of parties for combating following 
fires:
= Accomodation and service spaces.
= Cargo tank and deck spaces.
= Machinery spaces.
= Large "spill over" fire on a tanker.
= Special.cases- L.P.G, L.N.G, RO-RO,Container ship 
etc.
Day 3 Practical
.1 Fire fighting exercise
- Practical fire fighting exercises with and without 
breathing apparatus to give all participants of the 
course a realistic and convincing experience of ope­
rating under conditions involving smoke,heat and 
flame in large fires.Exercises would show the need 
for organised fire parties,demonstrate common faults 
in fire fighting i.e.reliance on too small or unsui­
table extinguishers and the impracticability of 
fighting a large fire-single handed when a party is 
available at a short distance.The need to give a 
J^spid alarm and to demonstrate the rapid increase in 
intensity to emphasize the need to attack quickly 
unless the fire can be controlled by closure e.g.-
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ship's holds,until the necessary appliances are 
brought up.
Type of fire to be simulated
“ Accommodation with large Quantities of smoke and 
heat.Demonstrate re-ignition and flash over from 
mattresses and curtains etc.
- Galleys and pantries
-Machinery spaces,introduce obstacles and limited 
access with consideration smoke.Demonstrate re-igni­
tion and -difficulty in bringing hoses to bear
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8.4 SURVIVAL AT SEA COURSE
8.4.1 purpose
The purpose of the survival at sea course is to 
comply with the mandatory requirements of stew 78,"Traini­
ng of seafarers in personal Survival Techniques".
8.4.2 Participants
The participants for this course are all officers,- 
cadets,petty-oficers,and ratings.
8.4.3 Duration
The duration of this course is one day (8 hours).
8.4.4 Faculty
The faculty for this course consists of an expe­
rienced Master and an ex-Naval petty-officer.
8.4.5 Course programme and syllabus
Session I
Duration 30 minuts.(Class rooms)
Introduction
.1 Types of emergencies,such as fire,collision,stranding, 
etc.
.2 Needs to adhere to the principles of survival to com­
bat: ■ ♦
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- Drowning.
- Exposure to sea / weather.
- Lack of norishment / water.
.3 Survival factors;Equipment,knowledge and will to survi­
ve .
-Drills and their value,use of life jackets,Life 
buoys,Life rafts and buoyant apparatus.
-Sensible use of time prior to abondonment:
=Take possible precautions to minimise hazards likely 
to occur on abondonment.
“Collect additional food,blankets,water etc.
-Importance of maintainingbody heat:
“Clothing,effects of immerrsion in cold/tropical 
waters.
“Rate of heat loss.
-Panic and its consequences;
“Caused by fear.
“E>rills and knowledge give confidence,boost up morale. 
-Case history.
Session II
Duration...90 minutes (Class room)
Dry Drill
.1 Life jackets,description,wearing and use. 
.2 Life rafts:
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- Rigid and inflatable type,operation ,stowage,release 
auto/manual.
—Inflation and boarding.
-Description of parts,capacity,safty factors,fixed equip­
ment.
-Ancillary equipment,survival pack,location aids,rations 
ect.
.3 Initial action on boarding life raft; 
-Cut painter,clear away from vessel. 
-Stream drogue.
-Close entrance.
-Maintain life raft.
.4 Film
Session III
Duration....90 minutes (Class room)
.1 Principles of craftmanship :
-Protection:
“Initial and secondary action in hot and cold climates,a- 
gainst fire,oil pollution,shark infested
waters,treatment to injured survivors,seasickness,loss 
of body fluid,morale.
-Location:
= Pyrotechnics,radio,torch,heliograph and improvisation. 
-Water:
“Dehydration,rationing,sources of water,seawater,urine,- 
misbelief s.
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-Food:
=Misbeliefs,eat carbohydrates,avoid proteins Ce.g. fish 
and meat),survival ration,avoid alcohol.
.2 Medical Aspects
-First aid in survival environments;
=Breathing difficulty,bleeding,unconsciousness,wounds,- 
burns,resuscitation.
-Cold injuries;
=Frostbite‘, immersion foot.
-Hypothermia:
=Bymptoms,causes,consequences,exposure,Loos of body 
heat,body temperature less than 36.9 C,treatment,pre­
vention.
.3 Films,"Survival at Sea"
Session IV
Duration... 60 minutes (Class room)
.1 Rescue
-Helicopter rescue,hoisting and signals. 
-SAR Procedures.
-Search and rescue organisations.
Session V
Duration...3 hours (Swimming Pool)
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Wet Drill
.1 Life Jackets,wearing and checking.
.2 Swimming with life Jackets on.
.3 Floating in "HELP" posture (minimum heat loss posture). 
.A Rescuing procedure,towing,pushing.
.5 Inflating the life raft;
-Fami1iarisation,parts and equipment.
-Initial action on hording.
—Rough weather routine.
.6 Jumping from 5 meter haight with life Jacket on.
- Entering life raft:
=Unaided ...twice each participant;
=aided...once each(as injured)participant.
.7 Uprighting on inverted life raft,twice each participant
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8.5 RADAR OBSERVER COURSE
8.5.1 purposes
The purposes of the Radar observer course are as 
follows:
- To comply with the supplementary certificate 
requirements for a second Mate CF.Q> certificate of 
competency ;
- To comply with the requirements of STCW 78 (Regulation 
II/4,"Mandatory Minimum Requirements for certification 
of officers in charge of a Navigational Watch on ships 
of 2Q0 Gross Register tons or more",Appendix paragraph 
3,"Radar Navigation" ; and
- To comply with the requirements of IMO Resolution A.483 
(XII),"Training in Radar observation and ploting".
8.5.2 Participants
The participants for this course are cadets with 
a minimum priod of one year sea service.
8.5.3 Duration of this course is two weeks.
8.5.4 Faculty
The faculty for this course consists of experienced 
masters and an experienced Electrical officer with an 
ex-Naval background and having a good knowledge of Radar 
electronics.
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8.5.5 Course programme
Day 1
□800 - 1030 sRadio waves,principles of Radar,simple block
1045 - 1245
diagram.
: Importai:»t charcteristics of targets, aspects
1345 - 1600
etc. on detection and range.
:Radar reports.Intrduction to ploting.Reletive
Day 2
and true plots.
0800 - 1030 :Radar ploting.
1045 - 1245 :-Contd. -
1345 - 1600 :-Confd. -
Day 3
□800 - 1030 :C.R.T."A" scan,P.P.1, operating contrls.
1045 - 1245
Advanced block diagram.
;Radar picture and chart,weather
1345 - 1600
effects,anomulous propagation.
!Radar plotting.
Day 4
0800 - 1600 sShip visit for Radar practicals.
Day 5 •
0800 - 1030 :Blind and shadow sectors,spurious
1045 - 1245
echoes,Radar interference.
sRadar plotting.
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1345 - 160Q :Factors governing maximum and minimum range .
Effects of pulse length,pulse repetition 
frequency,horizontal beam width.Bearing and 
range discrimination.
Day 6
08D0 - 1D30 slypes of scanners,siting scanners,wave guide.
Display unit,Transceiver unit etc.
1045 - 1245 sMisalignment of heading line / scanner.
. Errors in Radar ranges and bearings .Errors 
. of parallax.
1345 - 1600 :Radar plotting.
Days 7
□800 - 1600 sShip visit for Radar practicals. 
Day 8
0800 - 1030 sRadar log,operation manual an records . 
1045 - 1245 sPerformance monitor.Radar maintenance. 
1345 - 1600 sApplication of collision Regulations.
Day 9
0800 - 1030 sRadar plotting. 
1045 - 1245 s-Contd.- 
1345 - 1600 s-Contd.-
Day 10
0800 -1030 sRadar beacons.Plotting aids ,ARPA.Limitations. 
1045 - 1245 !Radar plotting .
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1345 - 1600 :Parallel index techniques.
Application of collision Regulations.
Day 11
0800 - 1600 ;Ship visit for Radar practicals
Day 12
0800 —1600 :Ship visit for Radar practical examination. 
Day 13
0800 - 1030 :Theory revision.
1045 - 1245 ;Plotting revision
1345 - 1600 ;Class test.
Day 14
0900 -1200 :Radar theory and plotting examination.
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8.6 RADAR SIMULATOR TRAINING AND ARPA COURSE
8.6.1 The need for existing and developing Radar 
simulator and ARPA course.
Since the last four decades,marine radar have been 
developed into one of the most important navigational aids 
for the mariner.However,improper use of radar data or 
misinterpretationof radar data,may result in a 
catastrophic disaster.
The famous "Stockholm / Andrea Doria" collision case 
is a typicalexample of what is now known as,"A Radar 
Assisted Collisioin" .Hence,in order to train mariners,to 
interpret radar data correctly,"Radar observer course, 
were developed.
Over the last decade,Radar Navigation Simulators have 
been developed into an effective tool for Radar and ARPA 
training.However,it must be borne in mind,that a good 
navigator is also a good seaman and he has to assimulate 
every available factor which exists in the real situation 
at sea ,but it is so far not possible to exactly simulat 
such a real sea situation,hence,the role of simulation 
techniques should not be overestimated.
For best results ,there should be a combination of 
simulator aided training and practical experiene at sea. 
Further,with the aid.of a simulator the amount of practice 
that can be given in a short span ' of time and the
situations which can be created could be likely to
encounter,this would build up the confidence of the
participant and he would be well prepared to face the real
situation at sea .
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The development of Automatic Radar Plotting AidstARPAl 
is fairly recent.Improper use of ARPA may result in what 
today be termed as,"A Computer Assisted Collision".
■Hence,Radar Simulator Training should be augmented to 
include ARPA training.
Recognizing the benefits of a simulator for Radar and ARPA 
training,a number of IMO Regulations and Resolutions have 
recommended the use of such simulators for training.
At the present,Chah-Bahar mechant marine academy is not 
equiped with Radar simulator and Navigating officers to 
undergo a Radar observer course should go to abroad. 
Recently,after a long study and negociations, a contract 
has been signed between the Government of Iran and the 
Nor—Control company to obtain a .very advanced Radar 
simulator.
With the acquisition of a simulator,it would be 
possible to make this course effctive and further,based on 
the foregoing and considering the inceasing number of 
ships being fitted with ARPA Radar s,there is a need to 
have Radar simulator training and ARPA course.
8.6.2 Purposes
The purposes and objectives of the Radar simulator 
training and ARPA course,should be as follows:
-To comply with the requirements of STCW 78,Regulation II/ 
2,"Mandatory minimum Requirements for Certification of 
Masters and chief Mates of ships of 200 6RT or 
more"(Appendix paragraph 4,"Radar equipment";
-To comply with the supplementary certificate requirements 
for a second mate <F.G) certificate of competency;
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-To comply with the requirements of STCW conference
Resolution 18,"Radar simulator Training";
-To comply with the requirements of STCW conference
Resolution 20,"Training in the use of collision Avoidence 
Aids";
-To comply with the requirements of IMO Resolution A.483 
<XII),"Training in Radar observation and plotting";and
-To comply with the requirements of IMO Resolution A.482 
(XII),"Training in use of automatic radar plotting Aids 
CARPA)".
8.8.3 Participants
The participants for this course wuold be Masters,and 
Navigating officers.
8.6.4 Duration
The duration of this course should be two weeks.
8.6.5 Faculty
The faculty for the Radar observer course consists of 
experienced masters and an experienced Electrical officer 
with an ex-Naval background and having a good knowledge of 
Radar electronics.
The same faculty could also be utilized for Radar 
simulator Training and ARPA course after adequate 
specialized training.
8.6.6 Syllabus :Would consist of the following parts;
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Part I : Radar theory revision
.1 Principles of Radar.
.2 Main units.
.3 Block Diagram;
- Modulator, Magnetron, Scanner, Time - base. Brightening 
pulse etc.;
- Transmitter;
- Receiver.
.4 Characteristics of Radar Pulses;
- Wavelength, Electro-magnetic spectrum, S - band,
X - band;
- Pulse duration ( length ), Pulse repetition frequency;
- Pulse power;
- Beam width.
.5 Radar Receiver;
- Problem, Task, Principle, Technique, Local Oscillator, 
Mixer, I.F. Amplifier, Tuning, Amplification, 
Demodulation, Video Amplifier, Control, Quality.
.6 Time Base and Range Measurement.
.7 Fast Time Constant ( FTC ), ( Anti-clutter Rain );
- Problem, Objective, Principle, Technique, Examples, 
Control, Disadvantage, Modern Alternative, Technique of 
differentiation.
.8 Sensivity Time Control ( STC ), ( Anti-clutter Sea );
- Problem, Aim, Principle, Result, Technique, Video signal.
Control, Modern Alternative. ,
.9 Cathode Ray Tube ( CRT );
- Task, Technique, Electron Gun, Brilliance, Focus, 
Centering, Deflection Coils.
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.10 Echo distortion and discrimination;
- Bearing distortion, Bearing discrimination;
- Range discrimination, Minimum range.
.11 Range and Bearing Measurement and Accuracy.
.12 IMO Resolution A.477(XI), "Performance Standards for 
Navigational Radar Equipment".
.13 False and Unwanted Echoes ( Spurious Echoes );
- Side Echoes, Multiple £choes. Indirect Echo, Second Trace 
Echoes;
- Interference, Spoking, Crossing high tension cables. 
Sea-clutter.
.14 Modes of Presentation;
- Relative motion. Head up. North jup. Course up;
- True motion. North up. Course up;
- Centred, Off-centre.
.15 Comparative study of Technical Specifications.
.16 Radar Beacons and Transponders, Radar Reflectors,
Radaflare.
Part II ; Plotting Techniques Revision
.1 Manual plotting techniques, reflection plotters, plotting 
exercises, relative / true motion. Real time exercises on 
simulator.
.2 Identification of critical echoes
- Position fixing by radar from land targets and sea marks. 
Accuracy of position fixing by ranges end by bearings.
- Importance of cross checking accuracy of radar against 
other navigational aids.
- The value of recording ranges and bearings at frequent, 
regular intervals when using radar as an aid to collision 
avoidance.
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.3 Course and speed of other ships
- Different methods by which course and speed of other 
ships can be obtained from recorded ranges and bearings; 
= unstabilized relative plot,
= stabilized relative plot,
= true plot.
- Relationship between visual and radar observations; 
detail, accuracy of estimates of course and speed of 
other ships. Detection of changes in movements of other 
ships.
.4 Time and distance of closest approach of crossing, meeting
or overtaking ships
- Use of recorded data to obtain; .
= measurement of closest approach distance and bearing,
= time to closest approach.
- The importance of frequent, regular observations.
.5 Detecting course and speed changes of other ships
- Effects of changes of course or speed by other ships on 
their tracks across the display.
> Delay between change of course or speed and detection of 
that change.
- Hazards of small changes as compared with substantial 
changes of course or speed in relation to rate and 
accuracy of detection.
.6 Effects of changes in own ship's course and speed or both
- On a relative motion display; effects of own ship's 
movements, effects of other ships' movements, advantages 
of compass stabilization of a relative display.
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- On a true motion display.
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- Effects of inaccuracies; of speed and course settings on 
a true motion display, of compass stabilization data 
driving a stabilized relative motion display.
- Effects of changes in course or speed by own ship on 
tracks of other ships on the display.
- Relationship of speed to frequency of observations.
7 Application of the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea
- Relationship of the Regulations for Preventing Collisions 
at Sea to the use of radar.
- Action to avoid collision; dangers of assumption made on 
inadequate information and the hazards of small
* alterations of course or speed. The advantages of safe 
speed when using radar to avoid collision. The 
relationship of speed to closest approach distance and 
time and to the manoeuvring characteristics of various 
types of ships.
- The importance of radar observation reports being well 
defined; radar reporting procedure.
- Use of radar in clear weather, to obtain an appreciation 
of its capabilities and limitations, compare radar and 
visual observations and obtain an assessment of the 
relative accuracy of information.
- The need for early use of radar in clear weather at night 
and when there are indications that visibility may 
deteriorate. Comparison of features displayed by radar 
with charted features. Comparison of the effects of 
differences between range scales.
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Part III : Exercises on Radar Navigation Simulator
a
o
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- To be developed by the faculty.
The simulator facilities should provide a capability such 
that the participants undergo a series of real - time 
exercises in basic radar format and also in ARPA format. 
Realistic exercises should be developed to provide the 
participants with a wide range of displayed information and 
to consolidate their ability to effectively use basic radar 
and ARPA systems. '
Part IV : ARPA Training
Theory and Demonstration
.1 Digital Radar Data Processing :
- Problem, aim, principle, precautions;
- Quantization, range, bearing, amplitude;
- Improvement of signal, correlation, echo stretch, echo 
brightening, retiming, recycling;
- Rasterscan.
.2 ARPA Philosophy :
- Introduction;
- ARPA procedure overview;
- The acquisition and tracking windows;
- Target tracking;
- Filtering.
.3 ARPA Features ;
- Acquisition;
- Vectors;
- Past trails;
> Alphanumeric data;
- Possible points of collision ( PPC );
- Predicted areas of danger ( PAD );
> Dangerous sectors;
- Trial manouvres;
- Operational warnings;
- Navigation lines;
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- Speed and Course measurement.
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.4 Errors and Limitations :
- Introduction;
- Sensor errors;
= IMO Resolution A.422(XI), Annex 3,
= Radar, errors in range, bearing error,
= Speed input error,
= Course errors,
= Influence on vectors,
= Influence on PPC's;
- ARPA errors ( tracking errors );
= Sea clutter,
= Target swop,
= Fast manoeuvre,
= Display delay,
= Reasons for target loss;
- Errors of interpretation;
= Misinterpretation concerning vectors,
= Misinterpretation due to ground or sea stabilized 
motion,
= Misinterpretation because of display symbols.
.5 The possible risks of over - reliance on ARPA
- Appreciation that ARPA is only a navigational aid and 
that its limitations, including those of its sensors, 
make over - reliance on ARPA dangerous, in particular for 
keeping a look - out. Need to comply at all times with 
the basic principles and operational guidance for 
officers in charge of a navigational watch.
.6 The principal types of ARPA systems and their display 
characteristics
- Knowledge of the principal types of ARPA systems in use; 
their various display characteristics and an 
understanding of when to use ground or sea stabilized 
modes and north-up, course-up or head-up presentations.
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.7 IMO performance standards for ARPA
- An appreciation of the IMO performance standards for 
ARPA, in particular the standards relating to accuracy.
.8 Factors affecting system performance and accuracy
- Knowledge of ARPA sensor input performance parameters - 
radar, compass and speed inputs, effects of sensor 
malfunction on the accuracy of ARPA data.
- Effects of the limitations of radar range and bearing 
discrimination ancj accuracy; the limitations of compass 
and speed input accuracies on the accuracy of ARPA data.
- Knowledge of factors which influence vector accuracy.
.9 Tracking capabilities and limitations
- Knowledge of the criteria for the selection of targets by 
automatic acquisition.
- Factors leading to the correct choice of targets for 
manual acquisition.
- Effects on tracking of "lost" targets and target fading.
- Circumstances causing "target swop" and its effects on 
displayed data.
.10 Processing delays
- The delays inherent in the display of processed ARPA 
information, particularly on acquisition and 
re-acquisition or when a tracked target manoeuvres.
.11 When and how to use the operational warnings, their
benefits and limitations
- Appreciation of the uses, benefits and limitations of 
ARPA operational warnings; correct setting, where 
applicable, to avoid spurious interference.
.12 System operational tests
- Methods of testing for malfunctions of ARPA systems 
including functional self-testing.
- Precautions to be taken after a malfunction occurs.
.13 Manual and automatic acquisition of targets and their 
respective limitations
- Knowledge of the limits imposed on both types of 
acquisition in multi-target scenarios, effects on 
acquisition of target fading and target swop.
.14 When and how to use true and relative vectors and typical 
graphic representation of target information and danger 
areas
- Thorough knowledge of true and relative vectors; 
derivation of targets' true courses and speeds.
- Threat assessment; derivation of predicted closest point 
of approach and predicted time to closest point of 
approach from forward extrapolation of vectors, the use 
of graphic representation of danger areas.
- Effects of alterations of course and / or speed of own 
ship and / or targets on predicted closest point of 
approach and predicted time to closest point of approach 
and danger areas.
- Effects of incorrect vectors and danger areas.
- Benefits of switching between true and relative vectors.
.15 When and how to use information on past position of targets 
being tracked
- Knowledge of the derivation of past positions of targets 
being tracked, recognition of historic data as a means of 
indicating recent manoeuvring of targets and as a method 
of checking the validity of the ARPA's tracking.
Practice
.1 Setting up and maintaining displays
- The correct starting procedure to obtain the optimum 
display of ARPA information.
- Choice of display presentation; stabilized relative 
motion displays and true motion displays.
- Correct adjustment of all variable radar display controls 
for optimum display of data.
J- Selection, as appropriate, of required speed input to 
ARPA.
- Selection of ARPA plotting controls, manual / automatic 
acquisition, vector / graphic display of data.
- Selection of the time scale of vectors / graphics.
- Use of exclusion areas when automatic acquisition is 
employed by ARPA.
- Performance checks of radar, compass, speed input sensors 
and ARPA.
.2 System operational tests
O
- System checks and determining data accuracy of ARPA 
including the trial manoeuvre facility by checking
G against basic radar plot.
.3 When and how to obtain information from ARPA display
- Demonstrate ability to obtain information in both 
relative and true motion modes of display, including ;
identification of critical echoes; 
speed and direction of target's relative movement; 
time to and predicted range at, target's closest point 
of approach;
courses and speeds of targets;
detecting course and speed changes of targets and the 
limitations of such information; 
effect of changes in own ship's course or speed or 
both;
operation of the trial manoeuvre.
.A Application of the International Regulations for Preventing 
Collisions at Sea
- Analysis of potential collision situations from displayed 
information, determination and execution of action to 
avoid close quarters situations in accordance with 
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at 
Sea.
O
o
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The above syllabuse has been developed,based on the follo­
wing :
- "Radar and ARPA",lectures delivered by Dr.B.Berking,at
World Maritime University June-September 1987;
- IMO Resolution A.483(XII),"Training in Radar observation 
and plotting;and
- IMO Resolution A.482CXII) /'Training in the use of Auto­
matic Radar plotting Aids CARPA).
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9.0 PROPOSAL DRAFT OF SUBSIDIARY LEGISLATION FOR EXAMI­
NATION AND CERTIFICATION OF IRANIAN SEAFARERS
9.1 Intrduction
One of the major steps towards implementation of any 
training scheme in a country is to examine the legislati­
ve provisions or ordinances and judge whether it is ade- 
quatly fashioned along the lines of legally acceptable 
national and international standards.
There has been considrable development in the maritime 
industry in that the condition of services have either 
improved.Ships either better equipped or will be better 
equipped and marine legislation isbeing revised and 
brought up to international standards.
Syllabuses and regulations of Maritime Board examination 
should also have to be revise and up graded to the STCW 
code requirements and satndards.
I come now to the question of how we can to gear our­
selves to meet the requirements and be able to ratify the 
convention.In this conection we need to prepare appro- 
praite Rules / Regulations for conduct of the various 
Examinations and Certification of Seafarers.
9.2 Requirements regarding the number and type of 
certificates for different types of vessels
These proposed draft of Regulations Governing Examination 
and Certification for marine personnel of Islamic Repub­
lic of Iran are framed for aimes of promoting the techni­
cal proficiency level of seafarers of foreign - going , 
home -trade , and local - trade ships continuesly , and
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ensuring ships safety navigation ,and fulfilling the task 
of the national water transportation better .
These Recommendatory Regulations (hereinafter refe- 
red to as "Ordinance") would be as subsidiary legislation 
(suggestion) for covering Chapter two of Iranian Maritime 
Code (matters concerning seafarers and certification), 
from Articles 49 to 63 which it has submited to parliment 
some times last yaer is under ratification process .
9.2.1 "Certificates of competency to be held by offi­
cers of foreign - going ships"
49. (1) Every foreign - going Iranian ship , when 
going to sea from any port or place in Iran 
, shall be provided with officers duly 
certificated under this ordinance according 
to the following scale ,namely :
(a) every ship shall have a master holding a cer­
tificate of competency as master of a foreigng- 
oing ship ; ’ '
(b) if the ship is of five thousand gross tons or 
more, there shall be, besides the master-
(i) a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of first 
mate of a foreign-going ship;
(ii) a second officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of second 
mate of a foreign-going ship;
and
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Clli) a third officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of third 
mate of a foreign-going ship;
(cl if the ship is of less than five thousand 
gross register tons, there shall be , besides 
the master-
(i) a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of first 
mate of a foreign-going ship; and
<ii) a second officer holding a certificate 
of competency not lower than that of a 
third mate of a foreign-going ship;
(dl if the ship is a vessel of 3DDD KW propulsion 
power or more (AjOSO hp and over), there 
shall be at least four engineers ,as follows;
(i) one first-class engineer (chief-engineer)
Cii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
second-class engineer(second-engineer);and
(iii) two engineers who shall be at least 
fourth-class engineers or first-class 
engine drivers;
<e) if the ship is a vessel of more than 750 KW 
propulsion power but less than ■aOQO KW 
propulsion power <1,020 hp or more but under 
4,080 hp) there shall be at least three 
engineers , as follows;
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(i:> one engineer who shall be at least a 
second -class engineer;
Cii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
third-class engineer; and
<iii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
fourth-class engine driver;
<f> if the ship is a vessel of 750 KW propulsion
power or less there shall be at least two
engineers ,one of whom shall be at least a 
third-class engineer and the other at least 
a first-class engine driver.
(2) The Port and Shipping Organisation may , sub­
ject to such conditions as it thinks fit 
exempt any. ship or class ship from any of the 
provisions of this section.
<35 For the purposese of this section, 745.7
Watts propulsion power is equal to one
horsepower.
9.2.2 "Certificates of competency be held by officers 
of home-trade ships"
49 A. (!) Every home—trade ship, when going to 
sea from any port or place in Iran 
,shall be provided with officers duly 
certificated under this ordinance 
according to the following scale,namely
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Ca) if the ship is of five thousand gross regi­
ster tons or more, there shall be -
Ci) a master holding a certificate of compe­
tency as master of a foreign-going ship 
or a master holding both a certificate of 
competency as master of a home-trade ship 
and a certificate of competency as first 
mate of a foreign-going ship;
<ii) a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of first 
mate of a,foreign-going ship; and
(iii) a second officer holding a certificate 
of competency not lower than that of 
mate of a home-trade -ship;
(b) if the ship is of less than five thousand 
gross register tons,there shall be -
Ci> a master holding a certificate of compe­
tency not lower than.that of master of a 
home-trade ship ;
<ii> a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of mate 
home-trade ship ; and
Ciii) a second officer holding a certificate 
of competency not lower than that of 
mate of home-trade ship ;
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Cc) if the ship is a vessel of 3000'KW propulsion 
power or more , there shall be at least three 
engineers , as follows:
(i!) one engineer who shall be at least a 
second-class engineer ;
(ii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
fourth-class engineer or first-class 
engine deriver ; and
<iii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
second-class engine driver ;
(d> if the ship is a vessel of more than 750 KW
propulsion but less than 3000 KW propulsion 
power ,there shall be at least three engineers 
as follows j
(i!> one engineer who shall be at least a
first-class engine driver ;
(ii) one engineer who shall be at least a
second-class engine driver; and
(iii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
third-class engine driver;
Ce) if the ship is a vessel of 3B0 KW to 750 
propulsion power ,there shall be at least tow 
engineers ,one of whom shall be at least a
first - class engine driver and the other at
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least a second-class engine driver ;
(f) if the ship is a steamship of less than 350 KW 
propulsion power , there shall be at least one 
engineer who shall be at least a third-class 
engine driver .
(2) The port and Shipping Organization may , sub­
ject to such conditions as it thinks fit (ex­
empt any ship or class of ship from any of the 
provisions of this section.
9.2.3 "Certificates of competency to be held by 
officers of local-trade ships"
A9.B (1) Every local-trade ships when going to 
sea from any port or place in Iran, 
shall be provided with officers duly 
certificated under this ordinance 
according to the following scale, 
name1y :
Ca) if the ship is of five thousand gross register 
tons (there shall be -
<i) a master holding a certificate of compe­
tency as master of a foreign-going ship:
<ii) a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of first 
mate of a foreign-going ship; and
<iiil a second officer holding a certificate 
of competency not lower than that of a home—
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trade ship;
(b) if the ship is of one thousand and six houn-
dred gross register tons , there shall be -
<il a master holding a certificate of compe­
tency not lower than that of master of a 
home-trade ship ;
(ii> a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of a 
home-trade ship ; and
<iii) a second officer holding a certificate 
of competency not lower than that of a 
local-trade ship;
(cl if the ship is of two houndred gross register 
tons or more but less than one thousand and 
six houndred gross register tons , there shall 
be-
(i) a master holding a certificate of compe­
tency not lower than that of master of a 
local-trade ship ;
(ii> a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of mate 
of a local-trade ship.
Cd) if the ship is of less than two hbundred gross 
register tons , there shall be -
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Ci) a master holding a certificate of compe­
tency not lower than that of master of a 
local trade ship ; and
<ii) a chief officer holding a certificate of 
competency not lower than that of a 
local-trade ship ;
Ce) if the ship is a vessel of 3000 KW propulsion 
power or more , there shall be at least three 
engineers ,as follows :
Ci) one engineer who shall be at least a 
second - class engineer ;
Cii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
fourth-class engineer or first-class 
engine driver ; and
(iii) one engineer who shall be at least a
second - class engine driver ;
<f) if the ship is a vessel of more than 750 KW 
propulsion power but less than 3000 KW propul­
sion power ,there shall be at least three eng­
ineers, as follows:
Ci) one engineer who shall be at least a 
first-class engine driver ;
Cii) one engineer who shall be at least a 
second engine driver ; and
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(iii) one engineer who shall be* at least a 
thied-class engine driver ;
(g> if the ship is a vessel of 350 KW to 750 KW
propulsion power , there shall be at least two
engineers , one of whom shall be at least a 
first-class engine driver and the other at 
least a second -class engine driver .
(h) if the ship is a vessel of less than 350 KW 
propulsion power , there shall be at least one
engineer who shall be at least a third - class
engine driver .
(2) Port and Shipping Organization may , subject 
to such conditions as it thinks fit ,exempt 
any ship or class of ship from any of the pro- 
vions of this section.
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Ship's Officers
Gross
Tonnage
Foreign Going Home Trade Going
Master Chief
Officer
Other
Officer
Master Chief
Officer
Other
Officer
' 5000 
and over
1 Mfg 1 1 sofg
1 Tofg
1 Mfg 
or
1 Mfg
1 Co 
or
1 Fmf g
1 So
1600 up
to 5000
1 Mfg 1 1 Sofg 1 M ht 1 Co 1 so
Master Foreign Going = Mfg 
Chief Officer Foreign Going = Cofg 
Second Officer Foreign Going = Sofg 
Third Officer Foreign Going = Tofg 
Master of Home Trade = Mht
Engineer Officers
Propulsion
.power
Foreign Going Home Trade Going
Chief ■ ■
Engineer
2nd Other
Office
Chief 2nd Other
Engineer officer
3000 at 
Over. . .
1 1 2Fce 1 - 1 Tee
750 up 
to.3P00 -
1 1 Tee
1. Fee - - 1 Fee ,1 Tee
750 or
Less - -
1 Tee
1 Fee
- - 1 Fee
Fourth-class engineer = Fee 
First-class engine driver 
Third-class engineer = Tee
9.3 PROPOSAL REGULATION FOR EXAMINATION AND GRANTING OF
CERTIFICATES (DECK)
In exercise of the powers confered by Articles 53 to 63 
of Iranian Maritime Code ,the POtr and Shipping Organiza­
tion on be half of the Ministry of road and transport 
makes the following rules (suggestion).
9.3.1 PART I ; CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
" Qualifications for examination"
1. These rules may be cited as the Examination
for certificates of competency (Deck).
2. (a) A candidates shall be eligible to sit for an
examination for a certificate of competency if
he satisfies the Board of Examiners that he
has complied with the preliminary requirement
for such examination.
(b) The qualifying sea service required before a
candidate is eligible to sit for an examina­
tion for a certificate of competency shall ,
unless the Director of Marine otherwise per­
mits or otherwise provided in these Rules, be
service performed in an ordinary trading ship
and in accordance with provisions of Part III
of these Rules .
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"Applications for examinations"
(a) A candidate desirous of sitting for an exami­
nation , other than for a Certificate of Com­
petency as Helmsman or any supplementary cer­
tificate as is specified in rule 26 shall make 
an application in a form which can be obtained 
from the Board of Examiners and send the same 
to such Board together testimonials , a docu­
ment of discharge ,a watch-keeping certificate 
and any other certificates as are required by 
the board ,at least thirty days before the 
date of the examination . No such requirements 
shall be necessary if the candidate who has 
made an attempt on any part of the examination 
wishes to sit for any other parts of such exa­
mination at a subsequent examination.
Cbl A candidate desirous of sitting for a Certifi­
cate of Competency as Helmsman shall apply 
personally to the Board of Examiners and for 
the ourpose of such examination, produce evi­
dence to the effect that he possesses the 
required qualification .
(c) Any application for an examination for a cer­
tification of Efficiency in Survival Craft 
shall be made to the Board of Examiners in a 
form which can be obtained from such board and 
the applicant shall pay the fee as provided in 
section 205 of the maritime code in respect of 
such examination.
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"Application for re-examination"
<d!> <i) A candidate shall be required to sit for
the examination in the his first attempt 
unless otherwise provided in these rules.
<ii> Subject to paragraph <i) of rule 33 , a
candidate who fails in one subject in the 
written part of the examination in his first 
attempt may , if the Board of Examiners thinks 
fit , be re-examined in that subject only in 
his second attempt .
<iii) A candidate who fails in the written 
part of the examination in his second or sub- 
• sequent attempt shall again be required to sit 
for the whole examination; but the same shall 
not apply to a candidate who fails in the oral 
or signal part of the examination . A pass in 
any part of the examination shall be valid for 
a period of twelve months from the date of the 
examination unless otherwise provided in these 
Rules.
" Proof of citizenship"
4. A candidate shall be a citizen of Iran . The
proof of citizenship shall be made by produ­
cing a birth certificate.
"Testimonials"
5. Ca) Testimonials as are required under paragraph
(a) of rule 3 shall describe a candidate's 
character , sobriety , experience and ability 
on board ship,and shall bear the signature and 
stamp of a master of aship or any other person 
authorised by the Port and Shipping Organioza- 
tion.
Cbl A candidate shall not be required to produce 
testimonials if such candidate is able to pro­
duce a watch-keeping certificate , or sitting 
fpr an examination for a supplementary certi­
ficate .
"Enquiries"
6 (a) A candidate who wishes to make an enquiry in
respect of an examination shall state clearly 
any point on which informatip is sought and 
send such enquiry together with a watch-keeping 
certificate , any other certificates , a docu­
ment of discharge and testimonials to the Board 
of Examiners .
Cb) A candidate may call personally at the office 
of the board of Examiniers for the purpose of 
making such enquiry .
"Fees"
7 A candidate for an examination shall pay.the fee
as provided in section 205 of the Maritime Code 
in advance before sitting for such examination.
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(b> The fee piad by a candidate in respect of an 
examination shall not be returned to the candi­
date if he fails in the examination.
<c) Where a candidate sits for the signal part of 
the examination separately from the other parts 
of the examination, only the fee prescribed for 
the signal part of the examination shall be 
.paid.
8 Particulars of sea service
(a) A candidate's eligibility for an examination 
shall depend <among other things) upon the amount 
of sea service performed and upon the ranks held 
by the candidate on on board the various ships in 
which he is employed .For. the . purpose of this 
paragraph it shall be necessary for the candidate 
to state accurately in the application from all 
particulars in respect of his sea service.
<b) A candidate who makes any false repersentation
to the effect that he has served in a higher capa­
city than his actual rank shall be guilty of an 
offence punishable by Court of Law.
(c) The amount of sea service laid down in these Rules 
for each grade of a certificate of competency 
shall , unless otherwise specified by the Port and 
Shipping Organisation , be the minimum that can be 
accepted and a candidate shall not be admitted to 
the examinatiuon unless he can prove the full 
amount of sea service performed by him .
1 9 A.
9 Insufficient sea service
If after a candidate has passed an examination it 
is found that the candidate's sea service is insu- 
ficient to entitle the to receive a certrificate 
of competency of the grade for which the candidate 
has passed and the error in the calculation of the 
amount of such sea service occurs through fraud or 
wilful misrepresentation on the part of the candi­
date ,such certificate shall not be granted to the 
candidate:
10 Making false statement
Any person who makes any statement which he knows 
or believs to be false,or negligently makes any 
statement which is false in any material particu­
lar for the purpose of obtaining for himself or 
other person a certificate of competency or other 
documents which may be issued under these Rules 
shall be guilty of an offence punishable under the 
Law of general punishment of the Iran and should 
be barsed from sitting for any examination under 
these Rules for a period not exceeding twenty four 
months.
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9.3.2 PART II CONDUCT OF EXAMINATIONS
A CD An examination for all grades of certificates of 
competency shall be conducted in accordance with the 
provions of this part.
Any contravention with any provisions of this part by 
candidate may result in a failure in the examination 
or exclusionfrom any further examination for such 
period as the Director of Marine may determine.
(2) The examination shall commence each day at a time 
appointed by the Board of Examiners.
A candidate shall, as far as possible , be given amp­
le notice of the day and time of his oral and , if 
appropriate, signal examination.
<3> No person other than those whose duties require them 
to be present shall be allowed to be in the examina­
tion room.
CA!> Complete silence shall be maintined in the examina­
tion room.
<5) No candidate shall leave the examination room without 
the permission of, and without giving up the answer 
paper for the examination with respect to which he is 
engaged to, the Board of Examiners, nor shall such 
candidate be allowed to leave the building without 
the permission of the Board of Examiners.
Any candidate who contravenes the provissions of this 
paragraph shall be regarded as having failed in the 
examination.
(6) Any work shall be shown and any rough working shall
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be done on the answer papers and handed in the end of 
each examination.
C7) Any candidate who, in the course of the examination, 
is found refering to any unauthorised book, paper or 
material, or copying from any person or affording any 
assistance or giving any information to any other 
candidate, or accepting assistance or information 
from any person, or communicating in any way with any 
person, or copying any part of the answers for the 
purpose of taking the same out of the examinationroom 
shall be regarded as having failed in the examination 
and shall not be accepted for re-examination for a 
period not eceeding twelve mothes.
C8) The following books of nautical tables are specified 
by the Director of Marine and available for use in 
the examination room:'
<a) Nautical Tables; NorieCfull edition) or Burton;
(b) Azimuth Tables
Cc) Admiralty Tide Tables
(d) Nautical Almanac.
The Director of Marine may, upon due notice given by 
him, Chang? or add such books or editions as are nece 
ssary for the efficient conduct of the examination.
C9) A candidate who wishes to use in the examination his 
own copies of any tables as specified or any tables 
other than those specified under the said paragraph 
may do so on the condition that he shall, before the 
examination commences, submit the same to the Board 
of Examiners for scrutiny and approval.Subject to the
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approval of the Board of Examiners,no resriction 
shall be imposed on the use of any tables, but the 
candidate shall understand the theory on which the 
tables are based and such tables shall be capeble of 
giving an answer within the rquired limits of accura­
cy. When any tables other than those specified under 
this rule are used in answering any question the name 
of such tables shall be stated on the candidate 's 
answer paper.
B Supplementary Certificates;
A candidate shall be required to produce documentary evi­
dence in respect of any supplementary certificates held 
by such cadidate before qualifying for the issue of a 
certificate of competency. The supplementary certificates 
specified for each grade of a certificate of competency 
are as follows:
(a) Mate of Local-trade Ship-
(il Fire-fiqhtinq Certificate;
(iil Efficiency in Survival Craft Certificate;
<b!) Master of Local-trade Ship-
Ci) Radar Operator Certificate;
Cii> Fire-fighting Certificate;
(iii) Efficiecy in Survival Craft Certificate;
<c) Mate of Home-trade -
Ci) Radar Operator Certificate;
(ii) Fire-fighting Certificate;
(iii) Efficiecy in Survival Craft Certificate;
<iv3 Restricted Certificate of Competemcy in Radio
Telephony;
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Cd> Master of Home-trade Ship -
(■.i) Radar Observer Certificate;
Cii> Fire-fighting Certificate;
(iii) Efficiency in Survival Craft Certificate;
<iv> Restricted Certificate of Competency in Radio 
Telephony;
<e) Third Mate of a Foreign-going Ship- 
Cil Radar Observer Certificate;
<ii) Fire-fighting Certificate
Ciii) Efficiency in Survival Craft Certificate;
<iv) Restricted Certificate of Competency in Radio 
Telephony;
(v) Electronic Navigational Aids (Operation)Certifi 
cate;
<f) Second Mate of a Foreign-going Ship-
(i) Radar Observer Certificate;
<ii) Fire-fighting Certificate;
(iii) Efficiency in Survival Craft Certificate;
Civ) Restrcted Certificate of Competency in Radio 
Telephony;
(v) Electronic Navigational Aids (Operation) Certi- 
ficate;
(g) First Mate of a Foreign-going Ship-
(i) Radar Observer Certificate;
(ii) Fire-fighting Certificate;
(iii) Efficiency in Survival Craft Certificate;
(iv) Restricted Certificate of Competency in Radio 
Telephony;
(v) Electronic Navigation Aids(Operation) Certifies 
te;
(vi) Radar Simulator Certificate;
Cvii) Ship Captain Medical Training (Certificate;
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<h:> Master of a Foreign-going Ship- 
Ci!) Radar Observer Certificate;
(ii) Fire-fighting Certificate;
Ciii) Efficiency in Survival Craft Certificate;
Civ) Restricted Certificate of Competency in Radio 
Telephony;
Cv) Electronic Navigational Aids(Operation) Certifi­
cate;
(vi) Radar Simulator Certificate;
Ship Captain Medical Training Certificate.
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APPENDIX .
I-
a) SECOND MATE 
(H) nRST MATE, and 
(in) MASTER MARINER.
The following are the Syllabus and Time Tables of the exam
PRESCRIBED MARKING
THIRD MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY (FOREIGN-GOING)
Time Total marks Percentage pass
First day
1. General Ship Knowledge 3hrs. 200 50%
2. Chartwork 2hrs. 150 70%
Second day
3. Practical Navigation 2hrs. 150 70%
4. Meteorology 2hrs. 150 50%
Oral and Signals: as arranged by Examiner
650 Aggregate 60%
Syllabus
General Ship Knowledge 
Qiartwork 
Practical Navigation 
Meteorology 
Orals and Signals
As for Paper 1. Second Mate Foreign-Going 
As for Paper 2. Second Mate Foreign-Going 
As for Paper 3. Second Mate Foreign-Going 
As for Paper 4. Second Mate Foreign-Going 
As prescribed for Second Mate Foreign-Going.
Note: Where Oral Examinations or Signals Examinations are required in the case of a Third Mate Certifitxte of Competency 
(Foreign-Going) (CtassB), these shall be of die same standard as that prescribed for Sectmd Mete Foreign-Going
PRESCRIBED MARKING
SECOND MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY (FOREIGN-GOING)
Time Total marks Percentage pass
First day
1. General Ship Knowledge 3 hrs. 200 S0%
2. Chartwork 2 hrs. ISO 70%
Second day
3. Practical Navigation 2 hrs. ISO 70%
4. Meteorology 2 hrs. ISO 50%
Third day
5. Applied Science 3 hrs. 200 50%
6. Principles of Navigation 2 hrs. ISO 50%
Fourth day
7. Mathematics 2^ hrs. ISO 50%
Orals; as arranged by Examiner.
PRESCRIBED MARKING
HRST MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY (FOREIGN-GOING)
Time Total marks Percentage pass
♦ First day
1. Coastal Navigation 2V4hrs. 200 70% ,
2. Ocean and Offshore Navigation 2Iihi5. ISO 60%
Second day
3. Meteorology 2iihrs. ISO 50%
4. Ship-board Operations 2Mhrs. 150 50%
Third day - '
5. Ship Construction and Stability 3 hrs. 200 50%
6. Business and law 2 hrs. ISO 50%
1,000 Aggregate 60%
Orals; as arrartged fy Examiner.
PRESCRIBED MARKING
CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY MASTER MARINER (FOREIGN-GOING)
Time Total marks Percentage pass
First day
1. Business and Law 3 hrs. 200 50%
2. Navigation 2J4hrs. 200 50%
Second day
3. Ship Construction and Stability 3 hrs. 200 60%
4. Engineering and Control Systems 2Hhrs. 200 50%
Utird day
5. Navigational Aids and Instruments 3 hrs. 200 60%
1,000 Aggregate
. r
60%
Oralf as arranged by Examiner.
10.0 CONCLUSION
The Convention itself entered into force -on the 28 th of 
April 1984.This urges non-parties to the convention,which 
have their fleets engaged on International seas,to consi­
der the ratification of the convention,because it is 
disadvantageous not to ratify it.
The disadvantages of not to ratifying the convention inc­
lude:
.1- The difficulties and delays which may be encountered 
by ships of a state not party when calling at ports 
of a country that is party to the convention (Art.X,- 
paragraph 5);
.2- The Certificate of competency issued by a state not 
party would not be recognised nor probably accepted 
for service on board ships of states party 'to the 
convention;and
.3- The training given in maritime educational institu­
tions of a state not party would not be readily 
accepted as being adequate.
On the other hand,there are some advantages of beco­
ming party to this convention,which include the following 
consideration:
a)- Technical co-operation and assistance in maritime 
training would be simplified because of the greater 
harmony that would exist in certification structures 
and training syllabuses would include a common core 
of basic requirements;
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b) - The recognition of training given or certificates
issued by administration to its seafarers would be 
more easily achieved including the acceptance of such 
qualification for purpose of employment in ships of 
other nationalities;
c) - Conversely an Administration can more easily accept
training received abroad by its own seafarers if the 
country in which the training is received is a party 
to the convention;
d) — The acceptance and clearance of ships of its parties
to the convention is regulated by the provisions of 
Article X and Regulation 1/4 of the convention.
The convention,in fact,takes accqunt of the differing 
approaches taken by various countries suited to its need. 
However,the minimum training requirements must always be 
met or exceeded what ever system may be adopted.
Again the certification structure adopted by a party 
may vary from that identified in the convention but any 
certification structure adopted must be compatible with 
the provisions of the convention.
Under the convention an Administration may delegate the 
functions of conducting the training,examining and 
issuing certificates.
The administration is,howevre,responsible for taking all 
steps necessary to give ful and complete effect to the 
convention.In this connection,it must specially approve 
certain items such as sea-going service and special cour­
ses and be satisfied that all candidates meet the requi­
rements of the convention before the certificate is 
issued.In addition,the Administration is required,in
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accordance with Article VI and Regulation 1/2,to endorse 
the certificates issued to masters and officers,using the 
standard from identified in Regulation 1/2,consequently, 
an increasing harmony in maritime education can be expec­
ted to emerge.
To achive aformentioned advantages of Ratification of 
STCW Convention all organisations concern in Iran should 
take into account the following considerations:
- The most important requirement of improvment and deve­
lopment of Chah-Bahar mechant marine academy or any 
other maritime institute in Iran,would be a team of 
well qualified,wel1 trained,dedicated and a highly 
motivated faculty.The success of the Academy and qun- 
sequently ratification and implementation of STCW Con­
vention would depend to a great extent on the maritime 
lecturers and faculty.
— Owing to continuous technological developments in the 
maritime sector and inorder to corfiply with the require­
ments of the STCW Convention,there is a vital need in 
maritime institutes in Iran to develop the updating and 
Refresher courses.
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